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Front cover: Flying Australian Pied Oystercatchers, Roebuck Bay, Broome. Photo by Chris Young (see Congress report, page 23)

Figure 1: 2017 Song Meter placements in the southern Muir-Unicup wetlands (see page 19 for 
report on Update of the Australasian Bittern Project

Figure 1. Locations of breeding Black Honeyeaters at Coblinine Nature Reserve in 2018. Warren 
Road runs to the north of the lake. The green site and lake are in Reserve 5341. Most of the 
yellow site is in Coblinine Nature Reserve (Reserve 25135). The red site is along Warren Road 
(see report, p30)
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C o n t e n t s

ExECUTiVE COMMiTTEE, 2018

Chair:  Mr Viv Read

Vice Chair: Dr Mike Bamford

Secretary: Felice Morcombe

Treasurer: Beverly Winterton

Committee: Plaxy Barrett, Alasdair Bulloch, Max Goodwin, 
Mark Henryon, Lou Scampoli, Jennifer Sumpton and one 
vacancy

Australian Reed-Warbler, Clydesdale Reserve, South Perth. Photo 
by Graham Little (see article, page 25)
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 Create Ranger Parks
in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the Western Australian 
State Government purchased 60 former pastoral properties 
throughout the Pilbara and Southern Rangelands. These 
properties, covering a total of 5 million hectares, were 
purchased for nature conservation; to expand the National 
Reserve System and protect more of the unique biodiversity 
of these regions.

Some 20 years have passed since the last properties were 
purchased under Geoff Gallop’s government, though none of 
the 60 former stations have received formal protection. All 
are still waiting to be put into the conservation estate and 
in the meantime their biodiversity value is being gradually 
eroded away by lack of management.

it is for this reason that the Create Ranger Parks campaign 
was initiated in late 2016, driven by the Partnership for 
the Outback alliance and supported by over 30 different 
organisations, including BirdLife. The Create Ranger Parks 
proposal would see the former pastoral leases finally given 
the protection they deserve.

These properties are special, as many who have visited them 
will know. They are particularly important for the abundance 
of bird species that rely on them for their critical habitat and 
breeding grounds. The Shark Bay region alone contains 230 
different species, accounting for 35% of all of Australia’s 
birds.

Several of the former pastoral leases are favoured by 
internationally-protected migratory bird species, including 
the vulnerable Bar-tailed Godwit, Curlew Sandpiper and 
Great Knot. Lochada is home to the Hooded Plover (Priority 
4) and the Endangered Australian Painted Snipe has been 
recorded on the adjacent Karara property. The Karara block 
is also significant habitat for the Vulnerable Malleefowl.

Properties in the Pilbara would enhance 
protection for the Striated Grasswren (Priority 
4), the internationally-protected Rainbow 
Bee-eater, vulnerable Grey Falcon, specially-
protected Peregrine Falcon, and the rare and 
Critically Endangered Night Parrot.

Many of the former pastoral leases would, if 
managed for conservation, also help to secure 
lasting protection for significant wetlands 
and breeding sites, namely the Fortescue 
Marsh (a Priority Ecological Community), Lake 
MacLeod, Lake Noondie, Lake Barlee and Lake 
Mason.

if we can convince the McGowan government 
to implement the Create Ranger Parks 
proposal, we would not only be leaving a 
greater legacy of national parks in Western 
Australia, but also securing their on-
ground and lasting protection through joint 
management with local indigenous Rangers.

indigenous Rangers are a proven success 
story in many parts of Australia and they 
play a vital role in managing and preserving 
habitat and culture through feral animal and 
weed control, traditional burning practices, 
flora and fauna surveys and protection of 
sacred sites.

Will you support the Create Ranger Parks 
campaign and help protect critical habitat and 

breeding grounds for our beautiful and threatened bird 
species? Sign the petition online and find out more at www.
CreateRangerParks.org.au. You can also send any queries to 
renae.boyd@outbackwa.org.au.

Renae Boyd

Editors’ comment

This article is based on a presentation made to BWA and includes 
opinions of the author, which may or may not be the position 
of BirdLife Australia. However, BWA does recognize the need to 
gather information to support management of these important 
areas, and does support the concept of increased protection for 
them. The Rangelands Project of the WA Branch surveyed these 
properties initially on purchase, with some of them surveyed 
later, to establish baseline data on the birds on the property. This 
was prior to the closure of windmills and the removal of stock. 
Some of the properties have had repeated surveys. Reports on 
these surveys are held by BirdLife WA, and some have been 
published in Australian Field Ornithology and WABN.

Australian Painted Snipe, Photo: BWA Digital Library (Laurie Boyle) 
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Letters to the Editors
Dear Editors

Is ethical use of birdcall playback possible?

Rules and guidelines surround the use of playback. They 
“suggest” and “recommend” ways to minimise harm but 
clearly recognize there is some harm, however temporary, 
with any playback.

Use of playback MUST SURELY have an effect on 
the birds. if it didn’t, no one would bother doing it. The 
questions are how much effect, for how long and is it 
negative to the birds’ well being?

Are there situations where playback is benign? BirdLife 
guidelines give examples of using playback to minimise harm 
but without research, to my mind this is ethically wrong. 
Minimise harm? When the playback is for recreational or 
commercial reasons why legitimise it if there is any possible 
harm at all? i cannot see a case for using playback unless it 
has been clearly demonstrated that this puts zero stress on 
the bird. I’m not aware of any scientific studies of the effects 
of using playback that could draw such a conclusion.

A result of official guidelines is that professional guides and 
recreational birders alike justify their use of playback by 
claiming to follow the guidelines. Spend any time with a 
successful guide or many keen birdwatchers and you will see 
frequent instances of where calls are played comprehensively 
outside the guidelines. Given human nature, unless 
there is a total ban on playback people will always use it, 
“ethically” or not, and justify their use by wriggling under the 
“guidelines.” Guides will do it because their living depends 
on it, their clients don’t rat them out because they travel 
far and pay heaps to see particular birds. Therefore, guides 
are under pressure. Your average semi-twitcher will go on 
doing it because it is easy and often they are not skilled or 
knowledgeable enough to try any other way. They only need 
to convince themselves they are being ethical. Only a total 
ban would draw the line.

There are alternatives. Before playback there was careful 
observation of birds, their habitat and their behaviour. i’m 
sure skilled birders still rely on this. People who have had the 
privilege of visiting Kingfisher Park in Queensland will note 
that not only are guests forbidden from using playback, Carol 
and Andrew do not use it themselves. They observe. And 
people visiting generally see every bird there to be seen.

i would be most interested to hear from those who maintain 
playback does not harm birds, and how they demonstrate 
that. On the other hand, i think many people have anecdotal 
stories about how playback use has changed bird behaviour 
in particular areas but let’s try to keep anecdotal “evidence” 
out of the dialogue. My hope is scientific work will be done 
and if playback cannot be proved to leave birds unaffected, 
the authorities should place a total ban on its use. The next 
step of course would be how to enforce a ban. Could be like 
smoking—gradually make it socially unacceptable.

The writer is a recreational birder who has often used 
call playback. Observation of professional guides, birding 
companions, and own behaviour over the last year or so has 
led to the opinions expressed above. The writer has resolved 
to cease use of playback forthwith. I hope others are moved 
to do likewise. What is more important to us—seeing every 
possible	bird,	or	trying	to	see	them	without	harmful	effects	
on those creatures we profess to love?

Gastotornis

Editors’ comments

This is a complex issue and, as Gastotornis points out, there 
seems to be little if any research on long-term impacts of call 
playback. However, there is quite a lot of research that suggests 
that short-term call playback can have effects on individual 
birds. An isolated, one-off use of call playback probably is of little 
consequence to an individual bird, but protracted or repeated 
use is more likely to be an issue. For example, if an individual 
territorial male is constantly exposed to aggressive (loud, 
persistent) calls from playback, his neighbours may interpret 
the situation as meaning that he is a sub-dominant individual 
and he may subsequently lose parts of his territory (feeding 
resources, etc) or might be less able to attract a suitable mate. 
However, it is unknown whether such impacts have an effect at 
the population level, or whether they are a conservation issue 
(as opposed to an ethical issue). For further discussion of some 
of these issues, see

http://www.kolkatabirds.com/callplayback.html

There is also an interesting opinion piece in the latest edition 
of ‘Australian birdlife’ (Watson 2018), based on the experience 
documented in a scientific paper (Watson et al. 2018). This 
provides a different perspective, and argues that, in at least 
some situations, there may be conservation benefits. Much food 
for thought.

References

Watson, D. M. (2018). The call of the wild? Australian birdlife 
7(3), 10.

Watson, D. M., Znidersic, E., and Craig, M. D. (2018). Ethical 
birding, call playback, and conservation. Conservation 
Biology. doi:10.1111/cobi.13199

Broad-billed Sandpiper, Broome. Photo by Chris Young
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Book review
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‘NiGHT PARROT’

By Penny Olsen
2018. Published by CSiRO Publishing: 
Clayton South, Vic. viii plus 360 pages, 
170 x 245 mm, many photographs. Soft 
cover, $49.99.
iSBN: 978-1-4863-0298-7

The most exciting thing in Australian 
ornithology for many decades was when 
we saw John Young’s photos of a live Night 
Parrot in 2013—for many of us, it was 
the most thrilling ornithological event in 
our lifetime. And for Western Australians, 
seeing the photographs by Bruce Greatwich, 
Nigel Jackett and others of a Night Parrot in 
this state was also really exciting. And all 
that on top of the Minga Well record from 
Rob Davis and Brenden Metcalf in 2005, 
and the Matuwa records from Neil Hamilton and others in 
2009.

Over the past century and a half, many interesting 
characters have searched for this most enigmatic and 
mysterious bird, and Penny Olsen has meticulously tracked 
down copious details and anecdotes concerning a broad 
array of interesting individuals.

The book’s introductory chapter describes the Night Parrot in 
popular culture, literature and art, and discusses Aboriginal 
names. it also includes an essay by Leo Joseph—an 
interesting and easy to read explanation of what is known of 
the Night Parrot’s evolutionary relationships and geographic 
variation.

This is followed by six sections, one for each of the 
states within the bird’s range—South Australia, Western 
Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Northern Territory and 
Queensland. Each section is packed with historical detail and 
numerous photos, from the middle of the 19th century to the 
present day.

The Western Australian section begins with an account 
of the Austin expedition, which discovered the Murchison 
goldfields, but also brought back a specimen of “a beautiful 
ground parrot” which was much later recognised as a 
previously undescribed species, the Night Parrot, and this 
specimen became the taxonomic type specimen for the 
species. Following descriptions of other early expeditions, an 
extensive portion of the chapter is taken up by an account 
of the contributions of Martin Bourgoin, a man involved in 
a broad array of jobs in the Murchison-Ashburton region, in 
mining and pastoralism and related pursuits. Bourgoin added 
more locations to the records of Night Parrots than anyone 
else, yet Penny Olsen’s account is the first to describe the life 
of this industrious man in a systematic way.

This is followed by an account of the CALM campaign in the 
1990s, stimulated by the searches by Simon Bennett, Mike 
Bamford and others, which led to a concerted effort by the 
department to solicit reports from the general public. There 
is a general description of the range of searches by John 
Blyth and others that occurred in the decade following this 
but, unfortunately, virtually no detail on searches in WA 
done by Ron Johnstone (WAM) over many years or by Neil 
Hamilton and others over the last decade or so.

The gem of the WA section, though, is the 
extended essay by Peter Curry. Peter has 
a strong background as a field observer of 
birds over multiple decades, combined with 
an intimate knowledge of the rangelands, 
based largely on his involvement over 
many years in assessment of rangeland 
condition for the WA Department of 
Agriculture. This section is an insightful 
assessment of the environmental changes 
that have occurred in association with 
pastoral activities in the Murchison and 
other nearby regions. it provides an 
explanation of changes in the populations 
of many plants and animals and, in 
particular, increases our understanding 
of where Night Parrots would likely once 
have been in this landscape, why they are 
no longer present in many areas, and the 
kinds of places where they might now still 
occur.

Other chapters cover the characters and events relevant 
to Night Parrots in other states, but the one most relevant 
to WA birders is the Queensland chapter. it's an enticing 
story of excitement, intrigue, and fascinating characters. it 
describes how John Young, a naturalist with exceptional field 
skills, not only found a live Night Parrot, but also was able to 
go back with others, obtain a set of stunning photographs, 
and later helped initiate the scientific research that followed. 
The chapter is a well-informed account of how a range 
of people and agencies have contributed to some major 
steps in conservation and management of the Night Parrot, 
including establishment of the Pullen Pullen Reserve by Bush 
Heritage, and of what is currently known about the biology 
of the Night Parrot, something that has largely eluded us 
until the last five years.

The last section is titled ‘Not the final chapter’ — very apt, 
as the story of this enigmatic bird and the smorgasbord of 
interesting characters around it is still unfolding, with more 
fascinating stories to come.

Overall, the text is easy to read, there are copious 
illustrations, and the book is well edited. i noticed only 
one error of any significance—on the last page of text, it 
states that researchers captured a Night Parrot on Matuwa 
(an indigenous Protected Area) in August 2017, but this is 
incorrect, because it was captured on a pastoral property 
in the Murchison region. The bird was captured by Neil 
Hamilton, Nick Leseberg, myself and others in order to track 
its movements so that we could get a better understanding 
of foraging habitat (which differs from what is used in 
Queensland), but unfortunately the transmitter appeared to 
fail and no tracking data were obtained.

i strongly recommend this book—it’s a great story, very 
much still current, about the Holy Grail of birdwatching, not 
to mention a cast of characters that is almost too wacky to 
be true!

Allan Burbidge
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This list has been compiled by the WA 
Records Officer with input from the 
WA Records Committee. Metropolitan 
suburbs or shires are in parentheses. 
Please report interesting observations 
the WA Records Officer, John Graff 
(wasightings@birdlife.org.au) or to 
the BirdLife WA office (9383 7749). 
Sightings are included on the BirdLife 
WA sightings page (http://birdswa.org.
au/sightings.htm) as soon as possible, 
and the most interesting are selected 
for inclusion in the next WABN.

includes records received up to and 
including 20 October.

HiGHLiGHTS

An influx of arid nomads into the 
south-west highlighted the records 
this quarter, with widespread reports 
of Masked Woodswallows, Black 
and Pied Honeyeaters, and Crimson 
Chats from the south-western 
Wheatbelt, extending to the greater 
Perth area. Good numbers of these 
species have been present in the north 
after recent seasons, and it is likely 
that these have irrupted southwards 
as conditions dry in the north. The 
drought in eastern Australia may also 
be contributing.

Several rarities reported in the previous 
edition of WABN continued to be 
reported in this period, most notably 
the Blue Rock-Thrush at Onslow, 
which continued to be seen up until 
24 August. Also of note was the re-
appearance of a Eurasian Curlew at 
Point Douro, near Australind on the 
Leschenault Estuary. it is suspected 
that this is the same bird present 
through much of 2016, but questions 
remain regarding ageing.

METROPOLiTAN (UBD 
STREET DiRECTORY)

Brush Bronzewing – 2, 23/09/18, 
Webb’s Lease (Jarrahdale) – MN 
(rarely reported in the Perth area)

Hooded Plover – 1, 17-25/07/18, 
Deepwater Point, Canning River 
(Mount Pleasant) – CY (uncommon 
in the Perth area; possibly the 
same bird reported in WABN 165 
& 166)

Little Tern – 1, 08/09/18, Lake 
Walyungup (Warnbro) – JA * 1, 
(rare visitor to the south-west; 
photographs)

Soft-plumaged Petrel (dark 
intermediate morph) – 2, 
28/07/18, Perth Canyon, offshore 
Fremantle (Fremantle) – JG et 
al. (intermediate/dark morphs 
uncommon; photographs)

Flesh-footed Shearwater – 1, 
28/07/18, Perth Canyon, 
offshore Fremantle (Fremantle) 
– JG et al. (uncommon in winter; 
photographs) 

Black Honeyeater – 2 male, 1 female, 
Dubs Close near Abernethy Road 
(Forrestfield) – DM (rare visitor to 
the south-west)

Masked Woodswallow – 50+ 
heading east, 24/09/18, Stoneville 
(Mundaring) – RD * 1 male, 
04/10/18, Wireless Hill (Ardross) – 
CN et al. (rare visitor to the south-
west; photographs)

SOUTH WEST (SHARK 
BAY TO CAPE ARiD)

Black-eared Cuckoo – 1, 11/10/18, 
outskirts of Tambellup (Tambellup) 
– NT (rare in south-western 
Wheatbelt; photographs)

Bush Stone-curlew – Pair nesting, 
Oct 2010, Beverley Airport 
(Beverley) – JD et al. (scarce in 
the south-western Wheatbelt; 
photographs)

Double-banded Plover – 1, 28/07/18, 
near Esperance (Esperance) – LGi 
& SE (uncommon migrant to the 
south-west; photographs)

EURASIAN CURLEW – 1, 10/09-
12/10/18, Point Douro, Leschenault 
Estuary (Australind) – PM et al. 
(vagrant to Western Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs; possibly same bird as 
present in 2016 - see WABN 158-
161)

Whistling Kite – 34, 09/09/18, 
Wandalup Ponds, Nambeelup 
(Murray) – BR & BP (high count for 
the south-west)

Black Honeyeater – up to 100, 12/09-
12/10/18, Reynoldson Reserve 
(Wongan-Ballidu) – KG et al. * 
15+, 23/09/18, Wandering area 
(Wandering) – MN * 4 (2 male, 2 
female), 24/09/18, private property 
on Long Forrest Road (Toodyay) – 
JD * 1, 30/09/18, Yenyening Lakes 
(Beverley) – JD * 1, 30/09/18, 
Murapin NR (Woodanilling) – PT & 
RF * 1, 18/10/18, near Tomingley 
Rd, Dryandra Woodland (Cuballing) 
– PT et al. (rare visitor to the 
south-west; photographs)

Pied Honeyeater – up to 20+, 12/09-
12/10/18, Reynoldson Reserve 
(Wongan-Ballidu) – KG et al. 
(rare visitor to the south-west; 
photographs)

Crimson Chat – 2, 24/09/18, private 
property on Long Forrest Road 

Observations

Female Black Honeyeater. Photo by Laurie Boyle (see report, p30)
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(Toodyay) – JD * 50+, 24/09-
12/10/18, Reynoldson Reserve 
(Wongan-Ballidu) – JB et al. (scarce 
rare visitor to the south-west; 
photographs)

Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater – 1, 
29/07/18, 15 km east of Brookton 
(Brookton) – RJ (edge of usual 
range)

Fairy Martin – 25-30, 30/09/18, 
Beaufort Bridge NR (Woodanilling) 
– PT & RF (scarce in Wheatbelt 
south of Perth)

ARiD ZONE

Flock Bronzewing – 4, 01/10/18; 
5 (3 male, 2 female), 06/10/18; 
8+, 11/10/18, Blowholes Road 
(Carnarvon) – BH & LG (rare visitor 
to the Gascoyne; photographs)

Asian Dowitcher – 1, 18/10/18, 
Barrow island (Ashburton) – SF, JK 
& JG (rarely reported along western 
Pilbara coast)

White-tailed Tropicbird – 1, 
6-13/09/18, Coral Bay (Exmouth) 
– CG & CB (vagrant to Western 
Australia)

Australasian Gannet – 1 immature, 
14/10/18, Barrow island 
(Ashburton) – JG (scarce visitor to 
Pilbara seas; north of usual range)

Eurasian Tree Sparrow – 1, 03/08-
15/10/18, Woolworths supermarket 
(Port Hedland) – SF, JG et al. (rare 
but regular ship-assisted visitor to 
Western Australia; see also WABN 
167)

Yellow White-eye – 1, 30/08/18, 
100 km inland in Sherlock 
River catchment (East Pilbara) 
– SC (unusual this far inland; 
photographs)

BLUE ROCK-THRUSH – 1 subspecies 
phillipensis, 21/07-24/08/18, 
Onslow (Ashburton) – RJ et al. 
(2nd record for Western Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs; see also WABN 167)

KiMBERLEY

Banded Lapwing – 1, 27/08/18, 
Dampier Creek Common (Broome) 
– NJ (scarce visitor to the 
Kimberley)

Australian Painted Snipe – 2, 
07-28/10/18, Nimalarragan 
(Nimalaica) Wetland (Broome) – GS 
et al. (rare visitor to the Kimberley)

Welcome Swallow – 18, 19/08/18, 
Kidney Bean Claypan (Broome) – 
NJ (rare dry season visitor to the 
Kimberley; high count)

OBSERVERS

BH = Brian Huggett
BP = Bob Paterson
BR = Bill Russell
CB = Chris Beebe
CG = Claire Gerrish
CN = Clive Nealon
CY = Chris Young
DM = Dan Mantle
GS = George Swann
JA = Jason Abuso
JB = John Baas
JD = Jen Donegan
JG = John Graff
JK = Jacinta King
KG = Ken Glasson
LG = Les George
LGi = Linda Giblett
MN = Mark Newman
NJ = Nigel Jackett
NT = Nicholas Twomey
PM = Peter Morris
PT = Peter Taylor
RD = Rob Davis
RF = Rose Ferrell
RJ = Ross Jones
SC = Stephen Clarke
SE = Steve Elson
SF = Stewart Ford

Observations, ctd

(above) Australian Hobby, Charles Darwin 
Reserrve, Dryandra and (below) White-
plumed Honeyeater, Carnarvon. Photos by 
Dusty Millar
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CHAiR’S REPORT

BirdLife WA reports

Our Chair Viv Read is somewhere hiking in Nepal, hopefully 
seeing some very good birds and supporting the local 
economy, so it has fallen on me and the rest of the Executive 
Committee to report on recent activities. As usual there 
is a lot happening so hopefully we won’t leave anything 
important out.

There have been some changes in the membership of the 
Executive, with Jan Grimoldby stepping down after making a 
lot of useful contributions over several years, while we have 
two new members in Beverly Winterton and Plaxy Barrett. 
Beverly, who has a background in accounting, comes on as 
Treasurer which of course is a very important role, while 
Plaxy is a committee member but also State Coordinator of 
the Shorebirds 2020 program.

Like any business and despite the fantastic efforts of our 
volunteers, BWA relies on income to carry on many of its 
activities, and we have been successful in several recent 
grant applications, with funds from the Alcoa Foundation, 
State NRM, the Australian Bird Environment Foundation (a 
foundation run by the national body of BirdLife Australia) 
and the Perpetual Foundation. We also received a bequest 
from the estate of Ms Wendy McLeod, and there is something 
special about being entrusted with such bequests. We will 
try to ensure that the money is spent in a manner consistent 
with her wishes.

Finances have also featured strongly in discussions with 
our National Office, with a centralised accounting system 
now in operation so that National Office, which is ultimately 
responsible for finances across the organisation, has 
a clearer idea of what is going on among the 40 or so 
branches, groups and observatories. There are also decisions 
to be made with respect to long-term investments, and we 
have realised that there is a need to understand more clearly 
the relationship between BirdLife WA and local groups and 

branches. Such dry administrative matters seem far removed 
from the joy of birds and bird-watching, and even from the 
politics of conservation, but they are necessary none-the-
less.

Also necessary is for BWA to have a home, and when i 
joined the Executive in 2015 i discovered that discussions 
concerning a new building were well-advanced. These 
discussions stalled some time later, but have recently been 
renewed with BWA and the WA Naturalists’ Club jointly 
meeting with the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority to 
look at options. Peregrine House has served us well but is 
fast approaching its use-by date, and is becoming too small 
for the growing number of project officers and volunteers 
who frequent it. However, there are a lot of things to 
consider when thinking about accommodation, while it is not 
an issue that we want to have to worry about indefinitely.

There are undoubtedly many more things happening within 
BWA than i am aware of, but hopefully they have been 
reported elsewhere in WABN or will be picked up in a later 
issue. Meanwhile, BWA seems a long way from me at 
the moment, as I’m sitting in a small transportable office 
somewhere in the far eastern goldfields. However, I keep 
receiving emails concerning the Great Aussie Backyard 
Bird Count, and it seems to me that this is a really exciting 
time to be part of BirdLife Australia. Tens of thousands of 
Australians are contributing records of birds in a week-long, 
country-wide census of our birds, and the planning team in 
National Office is hoping that over 2 million records will be 
submitted. The more people talking about birds, the better.

Happy birding.

Mike Bamford 
Vice-Chair, BirdLife WA

Quality of digital photographs
IMPORTANT —PLEASE READ!

When submitting photos for use in WABN, please send a high quality image, eg, 300 
ppi, with a file size of at least 600 kb (preferably over 1 mb).
It is suggested  that the settings on your digital camera be changed to the maximum resolution 
(setting).
Another area that could cause a problem is that some e-mail programs automatically reduce the 
file size, so these settings could be adjusted to maintain the original file size.
When e-mailing images, please attach them to an e-mail and not embedded in a Word 
document or in the e-mail itself.
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Georgina Steytler, one of BirdLife’s members, has won 
the Oscar of wildlife photography with a stunning picture 
of wasps playing in the Goomalling mud. The Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year awards are run by Britain’s 
Natural History Museum 
and attracts the best 
natural photographers 
from across the world. 
This competition attracted 
45 000 entries from 95 
countries. So this not 
only highlights Georgina’s 
superb skills and eye for 
detail in photography, but 
also Western Australia. 
To quote Georgina, “i 
was actually there to 
photograph the birds when 
i noticed the wasps digging 
out then carrying off little 
balls of mud. The most 
amazing behaviour. i feel 
so lucky. Not only to get 
the shot, but then to get 
it chosen at all. To win, 
it’s pretty huge”. BirdLife 
benefits from Georgina’s 
photography skills as she 
most generously gives 
permission for her work 
to be used in many of 
our activities. BirdLife WA 
congratulates her on this 
prestigious win.

Two well-known and long-standing members of BirdLife WA 
have been awarded well-deserved recognition this year—
Michael Morcombe became a Member (AM) in the General 
Division of the Order of Australia in the Australia Day 2018 
Honours List, and Ron Johnstone received a Medal (OAM) of 
the Order of Australia in the General Division of the Queen’s 
Birthday 2018 Honours List.

Both Michael and Ron have been heavily involved over many 
years not only in ornithological pursuits, but also in other 
aspects of natural history. it’s great to see such people 
honoured and recognised in this way.

Michael is well known for his abilities as an award-winning 
bird photographer, having been a leader in the field well 
before the days of digital photography, when getting 
great photographs was much more challenging than it is 
with today's sophisticated equipment. He has published 
numerous books on natural history, illustrated with stunning 
photographs, and this must have had a significant impact 
on raising awareness concerning the amazing biodiversity 
we have in Australia, and especially Western Australia. His 
abilities have also come to the fore in the digital age, and 
many will know of him through their use of the Michael 

Morcombe guide to Australian birds app for smart phones 
and tablets.

Ron Johnstone is also well-known to birdwatchers in this 
state and elsewhere. He joined the WA Museum in 1970 
as a Technical Assistant, eventually rising to the position 
of Curator of Ornithology. He has also been a member of 
BirdLife Australia and the Western Australian Naturalists Club 
since 1970. His abilities in the field and his knowledge of WA 
birds, their taxonomy and their distribution is legendary. This 
experience provided the basis for numerous publications, 
including a significant regional guide, the ‘Field Guide 
to the Birds of Western Australia’ (handy for WA birders 
because it excluded all those ‘eastern stater’ birds that 
didn't occur in WA), and the massive two volume ‘Handbook 
of Western Australian Birds’ (both co-authored with Glen 
Storr). in recent years, Ron has also become widely known 
through his work on black cockatoos, where he has made 
significant contributions both in terms of research knowledge 
and through assisting to raise awareness in the broader 
community.

BirdLife WA congratulates both Michael and Ron on their 
awards.

WA BRANCH REPORTS: MEMBERS AWARDED HONOURS

BirdLife WA reports, ctd

Georgina receiving her award from Liz Bonnin at the London Natural History Museum—such an 
amazing experience. Image provided by Red Mouse Creati ves on behalf of The Trustees of the 
Natural History Museum, London (see close up of her photo on p60)

Order of Australia honours to Michael Morcombe and Ron Johnstone

Photography Award to member Georgina Steytler
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WA BRANCH PROJECTS

Correction WABN 167 p.12. ‘Western Ground Parrot update 
from Perth Zoo, June 2018’ was incorrectly attributed to 
Anne Bondin. Arthur Ferguson (Perth Zoo) is the author.

Working together to conserve Western 
Australian birds

A symposium hosted by BirdLife Western Australia, 
15 August 2018

BirdLife Australia invited researchers, land managers 
and employees of environmental and conservation-based 
organisations to this symposium, held at the Bold Park 
Ecocentre. The speakers were asked to share their research, 
and their existing and future program for bird conservation 
in the state. The event was organised by Rebecca 
Boyland, BWA’s Forest Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator 
and supported by funding from the Western Australian 
Government’s State NRM program, in turn supported 
by Royalties for Regions. As with all Branch activities a 
dedicated team of volunteers helped to make this a valuable 
and informative day.

The day began with a welcome to country by Nick Abraham 
followed by Viv Read, the Branch Chair’s welcome to this 
BirdLife event. The first session, ‘The role of Citizen Science 
and involving the Community’ was chaired by Tegan Douglas. 
Nic Dunlop gave a practical example pertinent to this topic 
through his address on connecting ‘birders’ and ‘banders’ 
in the established Fairy Tern Conservation Network. This 
project coordinates the implementation of conservation 
measures by a collective of land / marine managers around 
the south-west. The development of local Fairy Tern 
conservation strategies requires some understanding of 
the population structure and, in particular, the location and 
scale of the functional management units around the south-
west coastline. The site recapture data have resulted in a 
significant improvement in the understanding of Fairy Tern 
movements and demography over the last three years.

Plaxy Barrett talked about the ongoing Shorebird 2020 
project which is totally reliant on volunteer shorebird 
surveys. Adam Peck discussed the encouraging results from 
the continued monitoring of the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 
population, an endemic threatened species.

Simon Cherriman described how he works with the Wiluna 
Martu community on Wedge-tailed Eagles, monitoring the 
population’s breeding, diet and juvenile movement. He 
was assisted with logistical support and involvement of the 
Wiluna Remote Community School. Simon presented some 
of the key findings of the work to date, emphasizing the 
importance of long-term science to answer questions about 
a long-lived raptor, and the value of working on country 
with traditional owners to achieve both educational and 
environmental outcomes.

The second session ‘Working to prevent extinctions’ was 
chaired by Geoff Barrett. Lindall Kidd outlined BirdLife’s 
program to save Australia’s threatened species. The 
Threatened Bird Network (TBN) has provided a link between 
volunteers and threatened bird conservation projects across 
Australia since 1996. The talk concluded with an overview of 

key methods for research into behaviour change to conserve 
threatened species and highlighted some current projects in 
Australia.

Sarah Comer talked on conservation and recovery of south 
coast threatened birds, an area with more threatened birds 
than anywhere else in the state. For some of these, including 
the Noisy Scrub-bird, Western Ground Parrot and Western 
Bristlebird, their global distribution is restricted to the south 
coast. A sound basis of research informing management, 
collaboration between researchers, land managers and 
community groups, along with ongoing efforts to raise 
community awareness and engagement, has influenced 
significant conservation outcomes for these iconic Western 
Australian birds.

Saul Cowen talked about work that he and others have done 
on island bird translocations. He presented the example of 
the translocation of two small passerine bird species from 
Barrow island to Hermite island in the Montebello Group, 
WA: the Spinifexbird (SPB) and the endemic subspecies of 
White-winged Fairy-wren or ‘Black-and-white Fairy-wren’ 
(BWW). Forty-seven SPBs and 37 BWWs in total were 
translocated to Hermite island in two movements in 2010 
and 2011. Both species had established quickly and by 2015 
BWWs had almost doubled in number and SPBs showed a 
six-fold increase. By this time, SPBs had already dispersed to 
an additional six neighbouring islands.

Simon Verdon talked about his research on the Mallee 
Emu-wren. In response to the catastrophic fires in South 
Australia, BirdLife developed a recovery plan for the 
Mallee Emu-wren, which states that to secure the species 
survival we need to a) better understand the species’ fire 
response and b) secure five geographically distinct Mallee 
Emu-wren populations. The on-going relationship with the 
fire-managers in the region combined with research on 
fire response by this population has led to changes in fire 
management.

Robyn Pickering talked of her work on using technology to 
survey Australasian Bittern. in 2013 ARUs were deployed 
in four wetlands in south-west Australia. This study found 
that Australasian Bittern call most frequently in the last hour 
prior to sunrise and that there is also a small peak in calling 
activity in the hour following sunset. Using ARUs allows for 
a much greater survey effort with limited personnel hours in 
the field. The trade-off is that the volume of data collected 
then requires considerable time to analyse.

Session Three “Information sharing for the benefit of birds’ 
was chaired by James O’Connor. Tegan Douglas began with 
drawing attention to the large size of the state and the 
relatively low population density, both factors presenting 
data collection challenges when answering landscape-scale 
ecological questions. Birdata, BirdLife’s data portal and 
accompanying smart phone app, provide a digital notebook 
for observers to record bird sightings and participate in 
structured monitoring. There has been an increasing number 
of Birdata contributors as well as a corresponding increase 
in bird survey effort. Participation in citizen science, such as 
Birdata, empowers communities to be directly involved in 
conservation of our birdlife.

Jamie Brown and Abraham Calyon are Walmajarri people, 
the Traditional Owners of the Tjurabalan Native Title Land 
which includes Paruku (Lake Gregory). They talked about 
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protecting bird species on indigenous land, specifically the 
Night Parrot. The Rangers have continued to monitor their 
initial Night Parrot discovery site and identified additional 
habitat that would be suitable for this enigmatic bird. They 
detailed their findings and activities to date, including 
significance to the community, and highlighted their desire to 
collaborate and share information for the benefit of the bird’s 
conservation.

David Broun talked about the Science Pathways for 
indigenous Communities program in Western Australia which 
facilitates Traditional Owners, schools and organisations 
to develop an integrated ‘Two-way’ science teaching and 
learning program in selected Western Desert community 
schools. David presented a case study in Two-way 
Science primary school education that features Wiluna Martu 
Elder Rita Cutter teaching a class of year 2-4 students from 
Wiluna Remote Community School about the Nganamarra 
(Malleefowl).

Keith Bradby talked about adding the bird’s voice to decision 
making in land management. The loss of original birds and 
mammals in the WA wheatbelt led to the launch of the 
Gondwana Link program, with its emphasis on: the ecological 
opportunity the less fragmented areas of south-western 
Australia still provide; the need for more focus on causes not 
symptoms and achieving transformative change at effective 
scales. Keith showed the effectiveness of ‘restoring more 
ecosystems’ rather than ‘planting more trees’.
The Symposium concluded with Manda Page wrapping up 
with a panel which fielded questions and comments on the 
gaps in management but also highlighting what is working 
well.

Suzanne Mather

Great Cocky Count, 2018

The 2018 Great Cocky Count (GCC) was the ninth 
consecutive GCC and was a great success as always. 750 
volunteers were allocated to 440 sites between Geraldton 
and Esperance. All of the results are in, so here is a 
summary:

• 416 sites were surveyed on 8 April and 223 of these 
were occupied by black-cockatoos.

• 20 316 White-tailed Black-Cockatoos (both Carnaby’s 
and Baudin’s) counted at 109 occupied roosts.

• 5497 Forest Red-tailed Black-Cockatoos (FRT) counted at 
83 occupied sites.

These numbers suggest that we counted approximately 40% 
of all black-cockatoos in the south-west of Western Australia 
on a single night! (this assumes total populations of 40 000 
Carnaby’s, 10 000 Baudin’s and 15 000 Forest Red-tailed 
Black-Cockatoos). 31 of the sites surveyed were occupied by 
both white-tailed and Red-tailed Black-Cockatoos. 63 new 
sites were surveyed in 2018, with 22 being occupied by WTs, 
19 occupied by FRTs and three jointly occupied. The count 
at the ‘mega roost’ east of Yanchep National Park was 6226 
Carnaby’s! 65% of Carnaby’s roosted within 1 km of pine 
plantations north of Perth, reinforcing the need to protect 
this critical feeding and roosting habitat. The FRT count was 
almost twice that of 2017, which shows their increased use 
of the Swan Coastal Plain for feeding and roosting (average 
FRT roost size rose from 32 in 2016 to 67 in 2018). The ratio 
of white-tailed pairs to triplets indicates a good breeding 
year in 2017 (47% were triplets—two adults and a juvenile).

The GCC campouts were a great success. The Cheyne’s 
Beach trip confirmed three new sites, with 250 Baudin’s 
recorded at one site. The Stirling Range trip also resulted 
in the recording of two occupied sites in an area where we 
often struggle to get volunteers.

A focus on not allocating what we consider to be day roosts 
(where cockatoos may have a quick kip in the middle of the 
day, but don’t spend the night there) has borne fruit. For the 
first time in GCC history there were more occupied roosts 
than unoccupied ones.

Of course, we couldn’t do it without you! BirdLife would like 
to thank all the volunteers for their efforts and to the land 
owners who gave us access to their properties. The results 
are now being analysed, with the report due to be released 
in late October. Everyone on the Cocky Notes distribution list 
will be notified when the GCC report is out.

Adam Peck 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator

Black-Cockatoo Workshops

in May this year, BirdLife Australia held 
two black-cockatoo workshops, supported 
by Holcim Australia. The first workshop 
at Kaarakin Black-Cockatoo Conservation 
Centre treated attendees to a unique 
introduction to these special birds, led by 
Kaarakin’s Education Coordinator Candice 
Le Roux and her lovely assistant Rex 
the Baudin’s. Lindall Kidd from BirdLife’s 
Threatened Bird Network spoke about 
the important role of the community in 
protecting Australia’s threatened birds. 
After this, Adam Peck provided a local 
perspective, showcasing how knowledge 
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gained is providing us with a strong foundation to conserve 
our south-west black-cockatoos. in the afternoon, a tour of 
Kaarakin’s grounds walked participants through the different 
stages involved in black-cockatoo rehabilitation. The day 
finished with a bit of giving back to our hosts (and the 
cockies!) by planting native seedlings.

in a second workshop at Edith Cowan University’s (ECU) 
Joondalup campus, BirdLife’s Threatened Bird Network’s 
Lindall Kidd and Rebecca Boyland, Forest Black-Cockatoo 
Project Coordinator, shared stories of the great work 
volunteers are doing across the country to protect our 
threatened birds, and introduced us to some of our local 
threatened black-cockatoos, and the work being done 
to protect them. Candice Le Roux then spoke about her 
recently completed Masters research into Carnaby’s roost 
preferences on the Swan Coastal Plain and how her findings 
can provide for targeted management of Carnaby’s habitat. 
Her study showed that there is a variety of tree species used 
by Carnaby’s and on average the trees were tall (>20 m) 
with a single thick trunk and medium foliage density.

The afternoon was spent touring the scenic ECU campus to 
learn about the breeding ecology of black-cockatoos and 
seeing how the university assists and monitors cockatoo 
breeding efforts on campus. There are two natural hollows 
and nine artificial hollows suitable for black-cockatoos around 
ECU which are monitored regularly throughout Carnaby’s 
breeding season by a dedicated band of volunteers. in the 
2017/18 season, three of the nine artificial hollows were 
used by Carnaby’s with three chicks successfully fledging. If 
you’re interested in helping out with the cockatoo breeding 
surveys on ECU campus, get in contact with Candice Le 
Roux at Candice.lr@gmail.com. Or if you’re keen to help 
out with breeding surveys a little further afield in WA, read 
Adam’s article below. A big thank you to BirdLife Australia’s 
Threatened Bird Network for organising these workshops.

Rebecca Boyland 
Forest Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator

Breeding season

Every year, BirdLife volunteers visit Carnaby’s Black-
Cockatoo breeding sites to conduct breeding surveys. These 
surveys take place between September and December at 
sites ranging from Geraldton in the north to Ravensthorpe in 
the south. The information gathered through these surveys 
feeds into a joint BirdLife/DBCA database which tracks 
breeding success each year.

 if you are interested in taking part please email carnabys@
birdlife.org.au to let us know. Please note that the surveys 
are hard work at times and a certain level of strength and 
fitness is required. The main method used to survey the 
hollows is via ‘Cocky Cam’, made up of a wireless camera 
attached to a fibreglass telescopic pole. Training can be 
provided. if you have black-cockatoos breeding near you, 
or would like to know more about how you or a local 
community group could survey for black-cockatoos in your 
patch, please contact carnabys@birdlife.org.au

Adam Peck 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator

Help watch cockies with 
CockyWatch

BirdLife’s new citizen science project, 
CockyWatch, launched in February and 
is off to a great start with more than 80 
surveys having been completed, but we 
need your help to do more.

To protect black-cockatoos and their 
habitats, we need to know just how many there are, and 
where their favourite haunts are. This information is critical 
to conserving them and the CockyWatch project will help us 
answer these questions for all three of our threatened black-
cockatoo species in the south-west. That’s why we are calling 
for CockyWatch survey data from all across the south-west—
from Kalbarri through the south-west to east of Esperance. 
And each and every survey matters.

Surveys are easy to do. Any time you’re going for a drive 
that’s longer than 10 kilometres, you can do a CockyWatch 
survey. in addition to providing some details on your 
journey, you count the groups of black-cockatoos you 
encounter on the way. Visit http://birdlife.org.au/cockywatch 
to find out exactly what details you need to record, and to 
download the simple-to-use data sheets.

We’ve had enquiries about whether participants can 
record their CockyWatch survey results electronically. We 
are working towards putting CockyWatch into BirdLife’s 
Birdata app, but this is still a little way down the road (pun 
intended!). For the meantime, the best way for you to record 
your CockyWatch survey results is the old school way, with a 
data sheet and pencil.

Remember, if you see black-cockatoos at any other time, 
while not doing a CockyWatch survey, you can still let us 
know through BirdLife’s Birdata app (http://birdata.birdlife.
org.au/) as an incidental sighting. These one-off sightings 
are still useful if you send them to us through Birdata, 
helping us to help feathered friends.

This project is supported by funding from the Western 
Australian Government’s State NRM Program which is 
supported by Royalties for Regions, and developed in 
partnership with DBCA.

Rebecca Boyland 
Forest Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator

Do you know of a black-cockatoo night roost near you? if so 
please let us know, as every roost site is crucial to helping 
us get the most accurate count of cockatoos possible. As the 
name suggests, what we use in the Great Cocky Count are 
night roosts, places where cockatoos gather to sleep at night 
(you may have to stay and watch beyond sunset to check). 
Unfortunately, areas birds use during the day are not often 
also used as night roosts as well. if you would like to know 
more, or if you have any other questions, check out the new 
FAQ online at: http://www.birdlife.org.au/documents/GCC_F 
AQs.pdf

The Cocky Conservation Team

Adam Peck, Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator: 
Adam works on all things Carnaby’s-related—from running 
the Great Cocky Count, to coordinating black-cockatoo 
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breeding season surveys and raising awareness to making 
sure the voices of our cockatoos are heard. if you would 
like to volunteer to assist with these projects or if you know 
where Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos feed, drink, nest or roost 
for the night please contact adam.peck@birdlife.org.au or 
(08) 9287 2251.

Rebecca Boyland, Forest Black-Cockatoo Project Coordinator: 
Rebecca works on the two species of Southwest Forest Black-
Cockatoos, the Red-tailed and Baudin’s. She has a number 
of projects on the go, including the new citizen science 
project CockyWatch. You can contact Rebecca if you want to 
get involved with CockyWatch, or if you know where these 
species feed, roost for the night, drink or nest, at rebecca.
boyland@birdlife.org.au or (08) 9287 2716.

Vicki Stokes, WA Program Manager: Vicki is our new Perth-
based manager for BirdLife Australia’s WA funded projects, 
including the Southwest Black-Cockatoo program. Vicki 
joined the flock in January and we’re chuffed she’s here. 
Contact Vicki for questions about the program at vicki.
stokes@birdlife.org.au or (08) 9287 2204.

Alcoa Community Cockatoo 
Recovery

BirdLife Australia has joined with the 
Alcoa Foundation to launch a three-year 
program aimed at recovery of all three 
species of south-west black-cockatoo.

Alcoa Foundation is contributing 
US$300 000 for the Alcoa Community Cockatoo Recovery 
over 2019-2021.

The funding will support the continuation of the Great Cocky 
Count and the new CockyWatch program.

it will also be used to engage local 
communities and Alcoa employees in 
important recovery actions for black-
cockatoos.

This will include planting 25 000 food 
plants on the Swan Coastal Plain between 
Dawesville and the Darling Scarp and 
installing artificial nests to replace natural 
nest hollows lost to bushfire and other 
means.

Volunteers will also assist in monitoring the 
outcomes and success of the project.

Vicki Stokes 
WA Program Manager

Great Western Woodlands (GWW), Credo 
Station ‘Bird iD and Survey Skills Course’

14-17 September 2018

Led by BirdLife’s Dr Tegan Douglas with GWW assistance 
from Mark Henryon and Libby McGill, the first ‘GWW Bird ID 
and Survey Skills Course’ was held at Credo Station, 75 km 
north of Coolgardie. Credo is an ex-pastoral station now 
managed for conservation by the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA). Many of us were 
surprised to see stock still on the station. However, it was 
explained that they were escapees from adjoining properties 
and that at times DBCA repaired the fences, rounded the 
stock up, and trucked them off the property.

The 15 participants came to Credo from Donnybrook and 
across the Perth metro region, with thankfully only one 
vehicle breakdown near the Wooroloo Prison. Due to the 
quick coordination by Tegan, Libby was picked up by Mark 
as he passed by but, unfortunately, GWW Committee Chair 
Alasdair Bulloch had to tend to his vehicle and was not able 
to join us in the field.

Accommodation was either camping, a bunk in the shearers’ 
quarters, or a ‘glam’ bedroom with ensuite in the relocated 
mining dongas, which offered a wide verandah overlooking 
the firepit and homestead gardens. We were welcomed by 
Credo’s caretaker who also managed the information centre 
and museum. The station’s facilities included two kitchens for 
self-catering and a large room set up as the ‘research centre’ 
where we met, ate, drank and had some bird identification 
workshop sessions.

Landscapes and habitats that we were lucky to explore 
included tall Salmon Gum woodland over low bluebush 
or saltbush shrublands, large granite outcrops (tors) 
surrounded by tall mulga shrublands, lakes with open 
water (Rowles Lagoon) edged with sedges, paperbarks, 
eucalypts and sheoaks, and undulating sand dunes with low 
open saltbush/bluebush shrubland with emergent sheoaks. 
One of the wooded survey locations is an ecosystem 

Mark Henryon explaining to Bird ID participants about BirdLife WA’s Great 
Western Woodlands project at Credo Station. Photo by Colma Keating
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change observatory ‘SuperSite’ managed by the Terrestrial 
Ecosystems Research Network (TERN).

The station’s buildings, dams, dumpsites and gardens near 
the homestead provided habitat for birds such as Black-tailed 
Native-hen, Black-fronted Dotterel, Australian Ringneck, 
Australian Owlet-nightjar, White-winged Fairy-wren, 
Yellow-throated Miner, Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater, Western 
Bowerbird and Zebra Finch. Away from the homestead, 
birds included Emu, Black Swan, Hardhead, Hoary-headed 
Grebe, Collared Sparrowhawk, Peregrine Falcon, Purple-
crowned Lorikeet, Regent Parrot, Mulga Parrot, Red-backed 
Kingfisher, Rufous Treecreeper, Weebill, Chestnut Quail-
thrush, Gilbert’s Whistler, Ground Cuckoo-shrike, Little Crow 
and White-backed Swallow. Night spotting produced a Tawny 
Frogmouth.

Bird identification techniques that we explored included:

•	 using simple drawings to 
quickly record the key 
features of the bird;

•	 ways to record the birdsong 
that is meaningful such as 
pitch, rhythm, sections, 
volume, quality and 
making words/sentences 
(mnemonics) to recall the 
cadence of the call;

•	 a raptor iD presentation 
by Tegan with some clever 
ways of focusing on the 
pairs that are difficult to tell 
apart; and

•	 birding together in the 
real world, because more 
eyes and ears means 
greater detection and we 
all learn from each other’s 
observational strengths, 
be they aural, visual, or 
behavioural.

Yet again, the value of 
accompanying very experienced 
observers cannot be 
underestimated. Mark’s oft-
given advice that “relax, take 
your time, practice makes 
better, just as it does on the 
footy	field,	in	the	kitchen	or	
behind a camera” helped us to 
do just that, relax and not get 
flustered as you learn about the 
sights, sounds and ‘gizz’ of new 
birds. We all learnt much from both the course leaders and 
fellow participants. Being able to get a ‘feel’ of the different 
iD tools (books and electronic apps) and equipment was 
also great. A few more binocular harnesses will have been 
purchased by now as well as some new reference books!

Whilst we were also introduced to the technique of describing 
the behaviour of the bird/s as a way of identification, the 
birds of Credo did not want to participate. We attempted the 
exercise twice to no avail. Thus, some homework awaits for 
when next observing birds!

it was also great to have the company, enthusiasm and 
ability of PhD students Claire Greenwell (Murdoch) and 

Lauren Gilson (Curtin) along with Southwest Black Cockatoo 
Project Coordinator Rebecca Boyland (BirdLife) and bird 
surveyor Merryn Pryor (CCWA). An impromptu ‘picnic table 
post mortem’ of a Whistling Kite was led by ‘Dr Tegan’, ably 
assisted by ‘TA Claire’. We learnt about determining age 
from size, signs of moulting, and age marks along feathers. 
Nearby we also learnt about owl feathers from Lauren and 
how their construction helps them be silent as they fly. It is 
refreshing to know that our young scientists, including Tegan 
and Mark are not only capable, but highly interested in our 
natural world and generous in sharing their knowledge.

At the start of the weekend, Tegan invited us to ‘guestimate’ 
how many birds we would collectively identify over the 
weekend. With our official tally of 73, Mandy won the prize, 
a bottle of red. However, things got even better as the group 
split up to survey more GWW sites on our way out, and 
another three birds were added to the weekend’s list.

From comments received 
from participants, the 
weekend was a mix of the 
new, the refreshing, and/
or the consolidating of bird 
identification, information 
and survey in the stunning 
bushland of Credo with a group 
of like-minded and enthusiastic 
people whose company was 
much enjoyed. Learning some 
of the science behind survey 
design for birds, how to access 
and use the Birdata App and 
for some, getting to understand 
the mysteries of a personal GPS 
were very helpful.

To quote our leader Tegan 
“Thank you all for a wonderful 
weekend—it was great to 
be out in such an exquisite 
location with such a friendly, 
enthusiastic bunch of people. 
i hope you all feel that you 
got out of the weekend what 
you intended to—a feel for 
the Great Western Woodlands, 
some new birds, some new 
strategies for identifying birds, 
exploring some new ground, 
meeting some new people! You 
definitely all added something 
fantastic to the trip—a wealth 
of knowledge, stories, and 
camaraderie—so thank you!”

We wish everyone enjoyment as they continue to ‘bird,’ 
especially Mandy and Steve as they take on their new roles 
as Eyre Bird Observatory Wardens in December. We look 
forward to hearing their tales via Western Australian Bird 
Notes. We also thank all those both in BirdLife and beyond 
for your efforts in highlighting the importance of the Great 
Western Woodlands and the need for good conservation 
management.

Colma Keating, Grecian Sandwell 
and Lauren Gilson

Tegan and Claire explaining what you can tell from the 
Whistling Kite carcass found at Rowles Lagoon. Photo by 
Colma Keating (see also pp18,64)

BWA projects, ctd
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(above left) Zebra Finch. Photo by Steve Edwards 
and (above right) Yellow-throated Miner. Photo by Claire Greenwell 
(see Credo Station report, p16)
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Update on the WA Australasian Bittern 
Project

BirdLife WA, with the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA), has been actively 
researching the Australasian Bittern since 2007. The project 
is currently a volunteer project for BirdLife WA as the only 
funding for the past few years has been from the BirdLife WA 
calendar sales and the Twitchathon. However, some funding 
from State Natural Resource Management has become 
available to host a Bittern Symposium on 21 November 
2018.

BirdLife WA submitted several applications for grant funding 
in the past 18 months for the Australasian Bittern Project. 
To date these have been unsuccessful, but we have one 
submission being reviewed by funders at present.

The big news this year is that in August 2018, DBCA 
published the Western Australian Australasian Bittern 
Recovery Plan. BirdLife and DBCA have been working on 
drafting the recovery plan since 2012.

in April 2018 the Federal government commenced updating 
the Australasian Bittern Conservation Advice and began 
drafting a national Australasian Bittern Recovery Plan. We 
look forward to these documents being finalised in the 
future.

Monitoring in spring-summer 2017

Our eight Song Meters (acoustic recording units) were busy 
again on the Swan Coastal Plain wetlands and the Muir-
Unicup wetlands (east of Manjimup). These Song Meters 
were bought from funds from the Lotterywest grant (2010 to 
2012), Twitchathon and calendar sales.

The wetlands monitored are shown in Table 1. The Song 
Meters were programmed to record for a one-hour period 
starting at 2.5 hours prior to sunrise. This survey time has 
been found to be the time that Australasian Bittern call most 
frequently (Graff, 2014).

One of our aims this year was to get a better understanding 
of how far the Australasian Bittern calls can carry to the 
Song Meters. To understand this, while also doing our annual 
surveys with limited volunteer field time, we deployed five 
recorders from the Muir Highway to the south end of Tordit-
Gurrup Lagoon. These recorders were spread over an 11 km 
area roughly from north to south (Figure 1, see p2). All five 
Song Meters were SM-4 units to ensure consistent sampling.

The Song Meters provided over 500 hours of recordings 
for the entire 2017 monitoring period. These needed to be 
prioritised for review for Australasian Bittern and Australian 
Little Bittern calls! The prioritisation process included only 
reviewing recordings where wind speeds where below 10 
km/hr and reviewing at most every second days recording. 
This considerably reduced the number of recordings needing 
to be processed.

A team of volunteers was trained in using Audacity and Song 
Scope software and reviewing the recordings either visually, 
using a recogniser or by listening to the recordings. The 
review work took our volunteers a total of approximately 90 
hours to complete, which was less than half the time taken 
the previous year. The time reduction was largely due to the 
prioritisation process being used. it is planned to further 
refine our audio processing prioritisation process this year to 
further reduce volunteer time.

Bittern records for 2017/18

The bittern records from 2017/18 are summarized in Table 2. 
This table shows data from the Song Meters.
The five southern Muir-Unicup wetlands were pooled as one 
complex unit in Table 2 as the Song Meters at each survey 
site were recording the same birds across this wetland 
complex. The distance of detection study results showed that 
in very low wind conditions the Australasian Bittern calls in 
the Muir-Unicup Wetlands travel at least six kilometres. it 
is unlikely that Australasian Bittern can be detected at such 
long distances at wetlands on the Swan Coastal Plain where 
pre-dawn traffic noise interferes with the low frequency calls 
that this bird makes. This distance of detection study will be 
written up more fully in another publication.
A review of Birdata and e-bird records provided several 
records of Australian Little Bittern during the period July 
2017 until June 2018 in Western Australia. These are 
summarized in Table 3.

Can you help the project?

The project is looking for more volunteers in 2018/19 
to review the sound recordings. To assist with the audio 
processing, it is useful if you have your own computer 
and know how to use Microsoft Excel. if you think you can 
assist with this work please contact Robyn by email (robyn.
pickering@birdlife.org.au).

Thank you to our volunteers

Thanks to David Secomb, Julia Gross, Jeff Spencer, Karen De 
Piazza, Linda Oates, Linda Wotherspoon, Mark Binns, Mark 
Hutchinson, Morgan Pickering, Plaxy Barrett, Wendy Spencer 

and xenia Dennett who helped with Song 
Meter deployment or with reviewing the 
audio recordings.

References

Graff, John (2014). Vocalisations and 
vocal individuality in the endangered 
Australasian Bittern (Botaurus 
poiciloptilus) in south-western Australia, 
with applications for conservation. B.Sc. 
Honours Thesis, University of Western 
Australia.

Robyn Pickering

Swan Coastal 
Plain Wetlands

Timing Muir-Unicup Wetlands Timing

Benger Swamp Aug-Dec Bokerup Swamp Nov-Dec

Thomson’s Lake Oct-Nov Byenup Lagoon E Sep-Dec

Forrestdale Lake October Byenup Lagoon S Sep onwards

Joondalup Lake Nov-Dec Buranganup SW Nov-Dec

Kulinilup Swamp Nov-Dec

“Muir Highway” Sep-Nov

Tordit-Gurrup NE Sep-Nov

Tordit-Gurrup S Sep-Nov

Yarnup Swamp Nov-Dec

Table 1: Wetlands Monitored in 2017 by Song Meters

BWA projects, ctd
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Table 2: Bittern records 2017 from BirdLife WA volunteer surveys

Wetland Australasian 
Bittern Records

Australian Little 
Bittern Records

Benger Swamp 0 1

Bokerup Swamp 0 0

Buranganup Swamp 0 0

Byenup Lagoon E
Byenup Lagoon S
“Muir Highway”
Tordit-Gurrup NE
Tordit-Gurrup S

6-8 2
at Byenup Lagoon 

South

Forrestdale Lake 0 0

Joondalup Lake 0 1

Kulinilup Swamp 0 2

Thomson’s lake 0 2

Yarnup Swamp 0 0

Table 3: Birdata and e-bird records of Australian Little Bittern in WA, July 2017-June 2018

Date Location Number of 
Australian Little 
Bittern

Observer/s

24/8/17 Lake Kununurra, Kununurra 1 R. Gully

6/10/17 Eric Singleton Reserve, Bayswater 2 P. Barrett & D. Mantle

28/10/17 Eric Singleton Reserve, Bayswater 1 M. Oorebeek & R. Turnbull

15/1/18 Lily Lagoon, Kununurra 2 A.	 Collins

15/1/18 Lake Wilgarup, Manjimup 1 R. Ferrell & P. Taylor

BWA projects, ctd

(above left) Female Mulga Parrot and (above right) Chestnut-rumped Thornbill, Dryandra. Photos by Dusty Millar
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DBCA CAPES HOODED PLOVER 
MONiTORiNG PROJECT

The Capes (Cape Naturaliste to Cape Leeuwin) Hooded 
Plover Monitoring Project is now officially up and running!

Fifteen ‘Hoodie’ enthusiasts attended the first monitoring 
workshop on 20 September at Parks and Wildlife Service 
(DBCA) Margaret River and are now on their way to being 
signed up as DBCA volunteers. Some extra keen people have 
already started monitoring with one Hoodie pair sighted at 
Boodjidup!

The Capes population of Hoodies is monitored annually as 
part of the BirdLife count in February, with recent counts 
putting the local population at 30 to 40 birds. But without 
regular monitoring over the breeding season we often 
miss out on information such as the location of nests and 
percentage of chicks surviving to fledging.

By training more volunteers we aim to have more eyes on 
the ground reporting nests, for which protection measures 
such as signage can 
then be instigated, 
as well as more 
people monitoring 
the outcome of these 
nests. All of this is vital 
information for the 
future management 
of the Capes Hoodie 
population.

This new collaborative 
project between Parks 
and Wildlife and BirdLife 
WA aims to train 
and sign up Hoodie 
volunteers to regularly 
survey beaches within 
the capes region, 
identify nests and 
breeding activity and 
report all sightings 
via the BirdLife Beach 
Nesting Birds Data 
Portal.

The training workshop 
covered DBCA volunteer induction and safety information, 
survey techniques, information on Hoodie ecology and 
behaviour and a demonstration of how to use the online 
data-portal. Christine Wilder also presented a timeline of 
Hooded Plover management and research since 1987 and it 
was inspiring to see how much work has been put into our 
Capes population and the species as a whole over this 30+ 
year period. (See below).

A big thanks to everyone who attended the workshop and 
has shown support for the project so far. A second workshop 
will be held in November for those people who were unable 
to attend.

For further information please contact Christine Taylor at 
christine.taylor@dbca.wa.gov.au

Christine Taylor (Fleay), Conservation Officer 
Southwest Region/Parks and Wildlife Service 

Department of Biodiversity, Conservation 
and Attractions

Hooded Plover timeline

1987 – Hooded Plover – RAOU Conservation Statement – 
Martin Schultz and Mike Bamford

1994-1996 – Hooded Plover Report 1 – Brenda Newbey

Hooded Plover surveys conducted in the capes region.

Volunteers – Sarah Comer, Ross Payton, Ray Clarke, ian 
Rooke, Gabe Magyar, Jane Scott and John Hutchinson

1996-1999 – Hooded Plover Report 2 – Marcus Singor

Co-ordinator – Phyllis Bentley (RAOU/BA)

Five important areas for Hooded Plovers were recognised in 
WA - one of them being the Capes.

100 Hooded Plovers were banded (metal bands) at Lake 
Gore.

1996 – World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF) grant to enable 
further surveys of Hooded Plovers in WA.

1997 – Birds Australia (BA) request to co-ordinate local 
annual BA Hooded 
Plover survey in 
February 1998. Some 
of the local beaches 
surveyed – Bobs Hollow, 
Boranup Beach, Hamelin 
Bay, Cosy Corner, 
Deepdene, Skippy Rock 
and Augusta Beach.

1998 – BA request to 
co-ordinate local BA 
Hooded Plover survey in 
September 1998.

2000 – Julie Raines – BA 
co-ordinator for WA.

Regional meetings 
held to discuss Hooded 
Plovers.

involved were Jim Lane 
(CALM), Greg Voight 
(CALM), Jack Stannard 
(AMR Shire), Mandy 
Ferreira (Busselton 

Naturalists), Brenda Newbey (BA), Jane Scott (Cape to Cape 
Track), ian Rooke and Gabe Magyar.

Leeuwin Conservation Group meeting included Julie Raines, 
Brenda Newbey, ian Rooke and Rick Grenfell.

Local beaches were visited to see Hooded Plover locations.

2000 – WA wet season survey conducted – interesting 
statistics – ‘on ground’ – 600 volunteer hours and 12 500 km 
travelled (about $10 000 of ‘in kind’ contribution).

2000/2001 – Natural Heritage Trust funding under the Coast 
and Clean Seas Grant Scheme.

2001 – Management Plan for the Capes

Between  BA,  CALM,  Margaret River Regional Environment 
Centre (MRREC), Shires of Busselton and Augusta-Margaret 
River.

BWA projects, ctd

Christine Taylor (DBCA) giving the presentation. Photo by Christine Wilder
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Local Management Committee: Julie Raines (BA), Peter 
Simmonds (CALM), Lida Feist (Local Hooded Plover Co-
ordinator), Rick Grenfell (MRREC) and Christine Wilder. 
‘Adopt a Beach’ Kit by Nicci Tserjavski.

2002-2012 – Hooded Plover Ten Year Management Plan for 
Western Australia with annual surveys.

(BA, Threatened Species Network, WWF, Coasts and Clean 
Seas, Natural Heritage Trust).

2003 – Six Hooded Plovers colour banded at Yalgorup 
National Park.

Natural Heritage Trust Grant funded signage from Cape 
Naturaliste to Cape Leeuwin.

Promotions through media by Lida Feist, Christine Wilder and 
Hooded Plover artwork by Jennifer Hunt.

2005 – Margaret River Permaculture Group beach workshop 
co-ordinated by Christine Wilder.

2006/2007 – Jessica Worrall took on role of BA Co-ordinator 
for the Capes.

2007-2009 – CALM/DEC Capes Project.

2012 – Hooded Plover workshop run by Dr Grainne Maguire 
and Kim Onton – Margaret River (January).

2015 – City of Busselton – successful Busselton Hooded 
Plover Project in November – co-ordinated by Jackie Nichol.

2018 – DBCA Capes Hooded Plover Project – co-ordinator 
Christine Taylor (Fleay), DBCA Bunbury (launch September).

(Parks and Wildlife Rangers place temporary fencing, signage 
and shelters).

BirdLife’s Hooded Plover annual surveys in WA (including 
Capes) continue.

Marcus Singor – BirdLife WA Hooded Plover Co-ordinator

Dr Grainne Maguire – BirdLife Australia Coast and Marine 
Program Manager – Beach Birds Projects (Melbourne)

Publications

‘My Hoodie’ guide

‘Threats to MyHoodie’

‘Word about the Hood’ newsletter, BirdLife’s 
Winter 2018 Report 19

SWCC Snapshot-A Case Study ‘Hooded Plovers 
in the south west capes region’

A huge effort by dedicated individuals with 
ongoing support from DBCA, Margaret 
River Regional Environment Centre, City of 
Busselton and Shire of Augusta-Margaret 
River.

Christine Wilder

BWA projects, ctd

Hooded Plover family, Grunters. Photo by Christine Taylor

Cosy 2 bedroom self-contained cottage 
conveniently located between Albany and 

Denmark.

	 Private and comfortable accommodation with 
reverse cycle air-conditioner, wood fire, queen 
bed, 2 single beds and fully equipped kitchen.

	 19ha (47 acres) of mostly natural bushland with 
an abundance of birdlife.

	 Close to a diversity of bird habitats, including 
Wilson Inlet, West Cape Howe National Park, 
coastal heath and forest. 

*Birdlife Australia member discount

Alan and Anne Pilgrim
M: 0437 696 862

E: staeri3172@iinet.net.au
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BirdLife Australia
BiRDLiFE AUSTRALiA CONGRESS, 
BROOME, SEPTEMBER 2018

The Broome Bird Observatory hosted the 2018 BirdLife 
Australia Congress and Campout, an event that was exciting, 
stimulating and seamless in its superb organisation. 
The BBO management committee for this event is to be 
congratulated.

Delegates gained an overall impression from the 
presentation of the ecology of Roebuck Bay and the 
importance of this not only for shorebirds but for the 
seagrass, the dolphins, the benthos and people—all the 
taxa in this magnificent bay. Underpinning this scientific 
knowledge was the assurance that the traditional owners 
of this ancient land were working together with the local 
community and government agencies to keep Roebuck Bay a 
place for shorebirds and people.

The Congress opened with Helen Macarthur setting the 
wide scope of the meeting, giving a brief background on the 
history of Broome, stressing the cultural population mix from 
early days. Showing conservation in a big picture was Dianne 
Bennett and Micklo Corputs talking on the dinosaur tracks of 
the area, dated from 130MYA. Some of these tracks are from 
theropods from which birds possibly evolved. Micklo talked of 
the bay in his childhood and stressed the need for protection 
with increased population and activity. This broad scope 
was continued by Craig Olejnik from the Department of 

Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA), outlining 
the conservation action of the Roebuck Bay area, managed 
jointly with the eight sectors of traditional owners in the 
Kimberly. Wynston Shoveller and Sam Bayley, Karajarri 
rangers, talked about their work in partnership with the 
DBCA. Their threatened species work involves, for example, 
surveying extensive Bilby plots and shorebird and turtle 
monitoring.

Danny Rogers, the Keynote speaker, brought us to the birds, 
the 18 species of international significance and the amazing 
number of 150 000 shorebirds that frequent Roebuck Bay. 
He described the year of a Great Knot, giving an amusing 
comparison of Chris Froome (Tour de France fame) and 
a Red Knot. No prizes for guessing which species had the 
greatest stamina. He gave us informative detail of the 
waders, their specialisation for food types found in Roebuck 
Bay, roosting preferences, high energy cost of disturbance 
and the cost of tidal flat destruction in the Yellow Sea. 
On the positive side he stressed that this is a resourceful 
suite of birds, that government at all levels and in different 
countries, was beginning to realise their value.

Grant Pearson and Andrew Storey detailed the benthic 
monitoring from 1997 to 2016 stressing the importance of 
good statistically strong sampling. On a world basis Roebuck 
Bay and Eighty Mile Beach have the greatest biodiversity 
in invertebrates. Sora Marin-Estrella and Grace Maglio 
described the methods for establishing a photographic 
identification manual for benthic macroinvertebrates (see 
Grace’s report under Members’ Contributions, page 26)

Group photo - ‘The Flock Oz - Broome’ Team. Left to right standing - Clive Johnson (Broome Men’s Shed), Doris Matthews 
(Germanus Kent), Sarah Dobson (Yawuru, Land and Sea Unit), Ken Burns (Germanus Kent), John Stanley (Broome Men’s Shed), 
Jesse Murdoch (DBCA), Stan Beard and John Parkes (Broome Men’s Shed). 
Kneeling - Paul Priz (Broome Community Resource Centre), Lisa Thorpe (Germanus Kent), Sarah Mullineux (DBCA), Grace Maglio 
(Project Co-ordinator) , Kandy Curran (Roebuck Bay Working Group). Photo by John Curran
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Nigel Jackett talked about the basic ecology of waders 
which come through the 23 countries of the East Asia/
Australia Flyway, home to half the world’s human population. 
He outlined the tools these birds use in their 20 000 km 
flight at 50-60 kph, the geographic features, constellations 
over the ocean and the earth’s magnetic field. This annual 
migration is a fascinating and little understood feat. Putting 
this information into an Australian citizen science perspective 
was Dan Weller who talked about monitoring the 503 
Shorebird2020 sites and how these data are used by local 
land managers, researchers, government, government 
agencies and corporate groups.

Delegate fatigue post lunch was countered by Chris Hassell’s 
description of the Broome Poo Ponds resulting in everyone 
wide awake and laughing. But this is a demonstration of the 
Broome community involvement in conservation as is Jaime 
Jackett’s “Curtis the Curlew” puppet project, scheduled for 4 
May 2019. The Poo Ponds and Jaime’s project are examples 
of powerful stories which were shown, by Andrew Hunter, to 
be valuable in attracting a wider demographic. His example 
of the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo conservation work, a project 
dear to the WA Branch, has certainly attracted this wider 
WA demographic. The Roebuck Bay Working Group’s Kandy 
Curran, described the conservation and community activities 
such as the planting and cleaning up along the drains and 
the Mud and Salt Water annual film festival which attracts 
800 people, once again a wider demographic.

We were re-assured by Luke Puertollano and Jason 
Richardson, Yawuru rangers, that the conservation of the 

Broome area was comprehensively covered by the Cultural 
Management Plan. For example, as a result of this plan, 
these rangers are involved in marine patrols, crocodile and 
whale response actions and school holiday programs.

John Curran brought the virology of Bird Flu into a shorebird 
perspective. We were all pleased to be assured that in 
Australia it was unlikely that this virus would be transmitted 
by Charadriiformes. The ongoing research on the Snubfin 
Dolphin Roebuck Bay population of 130 was outlined by Holly 
Raudino, both of these talks all part of the bay ecosystem.

Towards the end of this action, brain-packed day Chris 
Hassell and Chris Nutt brought us back to why we were 
there—our love and concern for shorebirds and Roebuck 
Bay. Outlining the loss of mud flats in the Yellow Sea, Chris 
Hassell concluded with the positive message of the newly 
gazetted Nanpu Wetland Nature Reserve on the Luannan 
coast, and the encouraging central government statements 
on the Chinese environment. Protecting an area such 
as Roebuck Bay is a long term game but that the joint 
management regime now in place was a game changer. 
Another positive note for birds.

The day and a half Congress was followed by an equally 
enjoyable two day campout, based at the Broome Bird 
Observatory where we could put our newly gained 
knowledge of the Roebuck Bay ecosystem into a bird 
watching perspective.

Suzanne Mather 
suzannemather@bigpond.com

BALLOONS NO PARTY FOR 
SEABiRDS

Scientists were shocked to find two separate bunches of 
inflated party balloons floating more than 250 kilometres off 
the NSW coast, where several species of seabirds had been 
observed less than an hour earlier.

“When these balloons burst, the pieces float on the surface 
where they may be eaten by seabirds mistakenly identifying 
them as food,” said Dr Woehler, Convenor of BirdLife 
Tasmania.

“The presence of these balloons so far from land shows how 
easily our actions can adversely affect seabirds and other 
marine life far out to sea.”

The sighting follows the discovery of a number of balloons 
washed up on a beach on Lord Howe island—they’d 
originated from a festival held in Sydney, nearly 800 
kilometres away.

REGENTS GOiNG UNDER

When an important breeding site of the Critically Endangered 
Regent Honeyeater was discovered in the Blue Mountains, 
west of Sydney, recently, there was celebration among those 
charged with saving the species from extinction. it’s one of 
the species’ few known breeding sites, a significant discovery 
indeed. Up to 50 Regents have been observed here before, 
but this was the first time that breeding was recorded.

“Every breeding location for this species is really significant,” 
said Dean ingwersen, BirdLife Australia’s Woodland Birds 
Program Manager.

However, the mood quickly became more sombre when it 
was realised that the site could soon be flooded in a plan to 
increase the capacity of the Warragamba Dam.

“intentional destruction of Regent Honeyeater breeding 
habitat… is simply unacceptable,” Dean said. “You can’t just 
replace known breeding habitat of a critically endangered 
species like this.”

WELCOME TO BiRDLiFE TOP END

BirdLife Top End—BirdLife Australia’s newest branch— was 
launched recently to an excited group of more than 50 
locals.

The focus of BirdLife Top End is to be a central forum 
for birdwatching and related activities in this part of the 
Northern Territory, where previously there has been no core 
group where community members can meet and share their 
experiences.

Some of BirdLife Top End’s main work will include shorebird 
conservation, working with indigenous rangers and local 
stakeholders to raise awareness of bird conservation issues 
in the Top End, facilitate monitoring and research projects, 
and co-develop action plans for the management of birds in 
the Top End.

BirdLife Australia: Congress 2018, ctd

News from National Office
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Naming of birds
REED-WARBLERS – 
ACROCEPHALIDAE

Australian Reed-warbler – Acrocephalus australis.  
According to Fraser and Gray the genus name comes 
possibly from Greek akron, a peak or top, and kephale, 
head, for the slight thickening or small crest on the top of 
the head. Australis pinpoints the area the bird is endemic to, 
namely southern or Australia. ‘Australian peak-head’. Many 
common names existed, including Long-billed Reed-warbler, 
Clamorous Reed-warbler, Reed-lark and Reed-bird. These 
names all indicate the sort of habitat where reed-warblers 
are to be found. (see photo, p3)

SWALLOWS AND MARTiNS – 
HIRUNDINIDAE

White-backed Swallow – Cheramoeca leucosterna.  
Cheramoeca comes from Greek, kheramos, hole or hollow, 
and oikeo, to live, meaning ‘hole-dweller’. Leucosterna 
comes from Greek, leucosternos, white chest – ‘White-
chested hole-dweller’. The white back is a more striking 
feature of this beautiful bird. Other names include White-
capped Swallow, Black and White Swallow and Sand Martin.

Asian House Martin – Delichon dasypus.  The genus 
name is an anagram based on the Greek for swallow, 
khelidon. The committee looking into the rules of scientific 
nomenclature in 1842 said that “such verbal trifling as this 
is in very bad taste, and is annoying to etymologists.” They 
regarded it as an ignis fatuus, that is, something deluding, 
misleading and foolish. The feet of these martins are thickly 
feathered, hence the species name dasypus which comes 
from Greek dasu-, hairy, shaggy or rough, and pous, foot. 
‘Hairy-footed swallow anagram’.

Fairy Martin – Petrochelidon ariel.  The genus name 
Petrochelidon relates to the Fairy Martin’s habitat and choice 
of nesting sites on rocky cliffs. From Greek petros, rock, 
and khelidon, swallow. Hence rock swallow. Ariel was a fairy 
spirit in Shakespeare’s play The Tempest, who was bound 
to do Prospero’s bidding. ‘Fairy rock swallow’. Has also been 
called a Bottle Swallow and Retort Swallow for the shape of 
its nest.

Tree Martin – Petrochelidon nigricans.  Nigricans in Latin 
means blackish, which is how Morcombe describes the wing 
and tail colour. Another name is Tree Swallow. ‘Blackish rock 
swallow’.

Red-rumped Swallow – Cecropis daurica.  Cecrops was 
a mythical King of Athens, but why Boie, who named this 
genus in 1826, used this name has not been explained. 
Dauria is a mountain region to the east of Lake Baikal in 
Russia. Thus the name means ‘Athenian king from Dauria’. 
The common name refers to the rufous rump.

Welcome Swallow – Hirundo neoxena.  Hirundo is 
the Latin translation for swallow, while neoxena comes 
from Greek neos, new, and xenos, stranger or visitor. The 
Welcome Swallow is resident in southern parts of Australia, 
but populations in some areas are augmented with summer 
visitors. ‘New visiting swallow’.

Barn Swallow – Hirundo rustica.  Rustica comes from 
Latin rusticus, meaning rural. ‘Rural swallow’.

WHiTE-EYES – ZOSTEROPIDAE

Yellow White-eye - Zosterops luteus.  The genus name 
refers to the pale ring around the bird’s eye, from Greek 
zoster, a girdle, and ops, eye. Luteus is Latin for golden. A 
very apt name – ‘Golden girdle-eye’. Other names include 
Carnarvon White-eye, Golden White-eye and Mangrove 
White-eye for its habitat.

Silvereye – Zosterops lateralis.  Many subspecies of the 
Silvereye have been described in the past with numerous 
common names such as Grey-backed Silvereye, Grape-eater, 
Yellow-vented White-eye and Green-backed White-eye. All 
these names reflect characteristics of the various subspecies. 
The Latin word lateralis means ‘pertaining to the sides’, 
probably referring to the rufous or brownish flanks of some 
subspecies. ‘Lateral Girdle-eye’.

STARLiNGS – STURNIDAE

The word starling is derived from Latin sturnus, meaning 
exactly that – a starling.

Common Starling – Sturnus vulgaris.  Vulgaris is Latin, 
meaning of the people or common. Also known as English 
Starling or European Starling. it occurs all over Europe with 
north eastern European populations migrating south and 
west as far as iberia and Africa in winter. it is widespread in 
south eastern Australia where it was introduced in the late 
1850s. ‘Common Starling’.

Monticola

Editors: This is the final instalment of ‘Naming of Birds’. The 
Editors would like to thank Monticola, Libby McGill, for this 
valuable and popular contribution32

Tree	Martins	collecting	ash	out	of	an	old	campfire	for	their	nests.	
Photo by Laurie Boyle (see Baladjie report, p32)
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Obituary
MARY SECOMB

I first met Mary Secomb, a brave, 
courageous, young woman, on an Albany 
campout 18 years ago. Mary and David had 
recently arrived in Western Australia and 
were warmly greeted and included in the 
WA Branch of BirdLife. After an extended 
camping trip from their home pad in 
Nambucca they then settled in Katanning 
where Mary worked in a child care centre. 
From this base Mary and David became 
well known, Mary loved for her humour and 
forbearance with David’s passion for birds.

But Mary’s passion was with the various 
crafts she had enjoyed all her life so she 
became an active member of the Katanning 
arts and craft community. St Andrew’s Anglican Church 
in Katanning was decorated with her craft works, many 
featuring birds, for her funeral. Mary was a devoted member 
of this church community which offered her much support 
over many years as was testified by a packed church at her 
funeral.

Sadly, on 19 September 2018, Mary left 
us suddenly, following a fall at home which 
resulted in a fatal head injury. My admiration 
for Mary grew over the years as we watched 
her struggle, as she had all her life, with 
many health issues. Knowing how David 
lived for both her and his birdwatching, Mary 
made every effort to see that he was able to 
continue following his passion in spite of the 
increasing care demands that her ill health 
brought. Over many cups of tea we talked 
about family, her craft activities and holiday 
plans. Mary never complained or showed 
she was unhappy although i am sure she 
must have often been so. David will miss her 
dearly as will many people who knew her.

Suzanne Mather

Members’ contributions

BiRD SCULPTURES

Both my daughter and I have vague memories from years ago 
of this sculpture originally being in the middle of the roundabout 
at the bottom of Riseley Street, Applecross. As I was leaving 
after taking the photos, a family arrived and the children 
made straight for the Emus and climbed on the biggest ones. 
This sculpture currently is outside the Melville Civic Centre, 
Booragoon. Photo by Valerie Hemsley

Correction WABN 167 page 20. The identification of the birds 
in the photograph is Red-tailed Black-Cockatoos rather than 
Carnaby’s and Arnold Baldwin is the photographer, not ian 
Abbott.

BROOME SHOREBiRDS A WiNNER 
WiTH THEiR ‘ViEW TO ASiA’

See also BWA report, p23.

Around March each year, 80 000 shorebirds gather in flocks 
to undertake a 12 000 km migration from the pindan shores 
of Roebuck Bay to their breeding grounds in the Arctic 
Tundra. With a ‘View to Asia’, the first leg of this journey for 
many of these magnificent birds will be a non-stop flight to 
the Yellow Sea, located between China and Korea. 

This project aims to unite the Broome community to be in 
awe of these incredible birds, and to work together to keep 
Roebuck Bay healthy and resilient.

My name is Grace Maglio; for the last three years i have 
been conducting independent research on the foraging 
ecology of migratory shorebirds on Roebuck Bay.

One of the important aspects of any research is effective 
community engagement. During my participation in the 
2016 Australasian Shorebird Conference in Auckland, i was 
inspired by a project run by Pukorokoro Miranda Shorebird 
Centre called Flock NZ, a simple artistic concept encouraging 
schools and other community groups to make their own flock 
of shorebird sculptures. i have worked since to bring Flock 
Oz to our Broome community as Australia’s shorebird capital.

in collaboration with the Broome Men’s Shed, Roebuck 
Bay Working Group, Rangelands NRM, Broome Community 
Resource Centre and Parks and Wildlife, we have been 
working hard to inspire community and visitors to the region, 
about Roebuck Bay’s migratory shorebirds through the Flock 
Oz - Broome project. 
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These colourful shorebirds on display in my ‘View to Asia’ 
exhibit at Cable Beach are made from recycled materials 
that have been made by the Broome Men’s Shed and painted 
by hundreds of children, parents, the elderly people and 
more to promote and encourage awareness of the wonderful 
shorebirds of Roebuck Bay.

What started last year as a small side project to talk about 
my research and share my love of shorebirds with the 
Broome community has grown into something special. i 
am honoured to receive first prize on behalf of all Flock Oz 
– Broome collaborators in the 2018 Shinju Matsuri ‘View to 
Asia’ sculpture exhibition. 

Thank you to the children and adults of Broome, in particular, 
Germanus Kent staff and residents who took the time to 
paint birds now on display for everyone to see. Thanks to 
my collaborators, Tony Flaherty and Teleah Healy (Natural 
Resources Adelaide and Mt Lofty Ranges), for sharing their 
Flock Oz knowledge and details, Broome Men’s Shed for 
constructing the birds from materials kindly donated by 
local business BK Signs, Roebuck Bay Working Group and 
Rangelands NRM for funding, Broome Community Resource 
Centre for donated printed materials, Parks and Wildlife for 
their ongoing support with school holiday programs and a 
special thanks to Dean Matthews and the Yawuru Land and 
Sea Unit for supporting my research on Yawuru country.

Grace Maglio

KiLLiNG THEM WiTH KiNDNESS

Feeding birds in your backyard

Debate was raging recently on Facebook between bird 
enthusiasts as to whether feeding wild birds was harmful or 
not. After some research, i came to the conclusion that it’s 
not so much WHETHER feeding them is harmful but WHAT 
we are feeding them. Many people love birds in their gardens 

and feed them as they feel they are aiding in their survival. 
Others like to have closer contact or keep them around 
longer.

As a keen bird enthusiast and photographer since early 
childhood, i have met so many like-minded people. Those 
with great affection for wildlife—particularly birds.

Birds are colourful, have beautiful calls, pollinate many of 
our flowers and bring people closer to nature. They may well 
reduce stress. The very people who love birds are sometimes 
causing them so much harm.

The damage caused by an incorrect diet is not immediately 
visible and is affecting many thousands of birds right across 
Australia. it is upsetting the balance in several ways.

Giving bread to birds is like force-feeding junk food to 
children. High quantities of salt are present in bread and 
processed foods and it can cause sickness and deformities in 
young birds.

Bread is so bad for birds but seeds and meat can cause 
health problems as well. Processed meats are high in salts, 
fats and preservatives. Magpies fed items like polony have 
been shown to have high cholesterol!

Even the home-made honey and water mixes made 
specifically for honeyeaters do not provide the complex 
sugars that a bird would get from the natural nectar of a 
flower.

Another harmful food is black sunflower seeds as they 
contain too much fat and are not good—even for seed-eating 
birds. The bird seed purchased from supermarkets usually 
contains black sunflower seeds. The better quality seed from 
pet suppliers has the striped seeds which are much healthier.

Unnatural food weakens birds, it fills them up, taking away 
their need to hunt for their natural foods that maintain 
health. They breed weak young if they pass our food 
onto their babies.

Feeding stations can increase aggression and stress as many 
birds try to feed together, which doesn’t happen naturally. it 
can cause a concentration of food and large numbers of birds 
in one place can spread Psittacine beak and feather disease. 
Seed that is left out in the rain or in damp conditions rots, 
grows mould and introduces disease to the birds.

Feeding can also increase the number of feral or non-native 
birds and attract pests like rats, mice and cockroaches.

Seed placed in feeding stations suspended above the ground 
may seem like a sensible idea to stop unwanted pests. 
However unfavourable seed is cast out or accidently spilled 
onto the ground. Birds are then attracted to the ground to 
feed and are predated upon by cats and foxes.

Some species of birds will artificially increase in numbers 
when more food is available. Artificial food can make birds 
overweight due to the high quantities of fat that is present 
in processed food and meat. Raw meat is lacking in calcium 
and has high levels of phosphorous which contributes to 
dietary imbalance and severe deficiencies. Supplementary 
feeding of birds has been shown to cause some species to 
breed earlier and more often than they would naturally.

Native birds do not need extra food so artificial feeding 
is not necessary. Currawongs, kookaburras and ravens 
[omnivorous] that will eat anything are great opportunists. 
increased numbers of these larger, more aggressive birds 
in many urban areas can be attributed to artificial feeding. 

‘The Flock Oz Broome’ Project Co-ordinator Grace Maglio. Photo 
by Paul Priz
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Currawongs and magpies have 
increased dramatically in numbers 
over time, forcing out smaller species 
from many areas. Currawongs, 
ravens, butcherbirds and Laughing 
Kookaburras [introduced into WA] 
also eat the eggs and chicks of small 
birds.

Recently i counted 16 bird species 
in our yard over the course of one 
day, yet we do not feed birds at all. 
instead we provide bird baths and 
numerous flowering native plants to 
attract them without endangering 
their health. Fortunately, we also 
have some large trees with suitable 
nesting hollows. Nesting birds include 
pardalotes, Australian Ringnecks, 
Galahs, Red-capped Parrots, 
Australian Wood Ducks, kingfishers 
and kookaburras.

You certainly don’t need to feed birds 
to have them in your garden.

Very little research has been 
conducted on the issue of 
supplementary feeding in Australia. 
People will never-the-less persist in 
feeding birds due to ignorance or 
possibly selfish reasons. Hopefully, 
through education, bird lovers who 
must continue to feed their feathered 
friends will provide a better quality 
supplement.

For example, ‘insectivore’ can be purchased from local pet 
suppliers. This is a powdered nutritional supplement for 
birds. it can be added to good quality mince but it’s very 
important to follow the directions on the pack and add just 
the right amount. Too little insectivore and it won’t work; too 
much and it will harm the bird. Other quality foods include 
meal worms available from tackle shops and pet suppliers 
for around $5 a packet. Crickets are also available from 
most pet suppliers. Garden worms are another good natural 
food. Feed birds only once per day and as a treat. if you 
feed them too regularly the birds can become too reliant and 
suffer if you go away.

The cheapest and healthiest option is to provide water and 
flowering plants instead of feeding them junk food.

Chris Tate

WHiSTLiNG KiTES—NESTS AND 
FEEDiNG BEHAViOUR

Keen twitchers build up a memory bank of propitious birding 
sites on their home patch. Any curious observer might 
wonder at the two closely adjacent, bulky nests of stout 
twigs high up in the branches of one thirty-metre high dead 
tree among a cluster of tall dead trees standing in a creek 
water, the untidy nest structures hard to overlook, at a site 
known as Brown Trout Creek.

Hitherto, I had yet to find Whistling 
Kites (Haliastur sphenurus) at 
either one of the adjacent nests. On 
my many visits to the dam, i had 
assumed each prominent nest was 
the work of the same, single pair of 
Whistling Kite, particularly after i had 
quite recently found only a pair at a 
tall dead tree close to the nests.

On other occasions, i may not have 
at first seen the resident Whistling 
Kites, but often knew they were 
about, from their unmistakable 
piercing whistles that carry a long 
way, particularly over open water. 
Whistling Kites keenly followed the 
course of Red-fin Perch trying to 
snatch up any leaping perch. At 
other times when casting a fly, my 
attention has been drawn to noisy 
splashes across the water from 
the base of drowned bare trees, 
to discover a pair of Whistling Kite 
repeatedly diving down to snatch at 
fish probably sunning themselves just 
under the surface.

The Fisheries Department’s literature 
urges anglers not to return captured 
perch to the water. i habitually 
unhook and kill those i catch and 
toss them back into the current. Very 
shortly, a pair of kite would arrive, 

circling overhead, until one of the birds feel the drifting fish 
discard is up for grabs. in a series of spirals a bird descends, 
then glides along to snatch the dead fish up in its talons, 
mimicking Osprey and White-bellied Sea-Eagle. if a kite 
misses on the first attempt, it usually tries again then, or 
later. As soon as the bird is successful it emits a series of 
whistles before flying off into a tall tree to tear at its prey. 
Sometimes, the two birds briefly squabble clumsily in midair 
over which is to grab the prize.

On returning i found one adult kite repeatedly picking and 
pecking, obviously preoccupied with repairing one nest, 
with another peering out from the second nest, both nests 
so substantial as to have been repeatedly used. A third bird 
flew around the area. The adult bird at the nest to my left 
flew up to a nearby branch, shortly joined just below by 
another that perched almost perpendicularly, hugging along 
the same branch.

The distinctly white terminal fringes to the folded wing 
feathers of the third bird clearly indicated it was a juvenile. 
The most obvious conclusion was that i was observing a pair 
of kite with their juvenile offspring; yet, I was puzzled to find 
each adult attending a separate nest. Moreover, it seemed 
highly unlikely that two pairs of kites would breed so closely 
adjacent, given the known territorial and intolerant nature of 
raptors. The substantial, firmly-seated kite nests were about 
the same size; given the time and labour, it seems unlikely 
that the same pair of Whistling Kite would build, maintain, 
and alternately use those nests from season to season.

Again, in southern Australia, Whistling Kites usually breed 
from July until November, so i reckoned the juvenile bird 
should by then have been totally independent, even if had 
hatched out late last season, up to and quite possibly more 
than six months previously.

Bread Sign, Treendale, Shire of Dardanup. 
Photo by Chris Tate
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in most other respects, the subject kites conform to their 
recorded breeding season range, also to the birds known 
nest construction at high elevation, at locations close to 
water. Nevertheless, was it possible that two pairs of kites 
have repeatedly bred and would likely breed very closely to 
each other again this season?

The conundrum i was left with might be explained later in 
the season, should I find a pair of adult kites regularly and 
sometimes simultaneously at each of the adjacent nests.

Tony France

CiTY LiViNG—AN 
OYSTERCATCHER’S TALE

in 2015 i observed an Australian Pied Oystercatcher, 
Haematopus longirostris, nesting on the northbound freeway 
entry ramp at South Perth. On the eastern side of the nest, 
vehicles were racing down the ramp whilst on the western 

side cyclists 
flashed past and 
pedestrians jogged 
or sauntered 
by! ‘Mum’ 
Oystercatcher was 
unperturbed and 
successfully raised 
her chick. Close by 
another pair were 
busy feeding their 
three beautiful 
chicks on the sandy 
Swan River bank.

This August 
in almost the 
same location 
another nesting 
oystercatcher was 
observed. A second 
nesting bird was 
also observed under 
a grove of sheoaks.

On 31 August 
the first bird had 
two chicks and 
the three of them 
were attempting 
to journey to the 
river. This journey 
was being thwarted 
by a cyclone wire 
fence, on top of a 
limestone wall, that 
‘Mum’ could not 
get through. ‘Dad’, 
down below, was 
incessantly calling 
encouragement but 
to no avail. With 
a little judicious 
shepherding of 
‘Mum’ from me back 
towards a gap in 

the fence, she eventually was able to get down to ground 
level. The two fluff ball chicks had stepped through the fence 
and were confronted with a drop down to ground level where 
the two parents were anxiously calling. After a couple of 
moments’ contemplation, the bravest chick made the leap 
followed shortly after by the sibling. At this point ‘Dad’ flew 
across to the river and commenced foraging while ‘Mum’ 
took the two kids along the shared-use path. i followed 
behind, camera clicking and acting as their protector from 
any of the lycra clad speedsters that may have ended the 
chicks’ short lives. When they were safely across the busy 
path, ‘Dad’ arrived with river worms and fed the hungry 
babes. ‘Mum’ was digging in the dirt at the top of the river 
retaining wall collecting worms to keep herself and the chicks 
fed. September 3rd was my last sighting of the two chicks 
being fed copious amounts of mussels and river worms. 
Subsequent visits over the next couple of days failed to find 
this family.

The second bird had left her nest under the sheoaks and was 
not seen with any chicks.

My attention was then taken up by an Osprey feeding on a 
Mulloway on the side of the shared-use path.

That is another story but may be viewed on Youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lN0VlEFdJ_E&hd=1

Gary Tate

OWLS AND THEiR PREY AT DEViL’S 
LAiR

Devil’s Lair is a cave near Augusta in the lower south-
west of WA, and is so named because the Tasmanian Devil 
was originally thought to be the major contributor to the 
abundant faunal remains in the cave (Balme et al. 1978). 
However, although Balme et al. (1978) only excavated the 
last 30 000 years of deposits, Aboriginal people are now 
known to have frequented the cave for some 50 000 years 
(Turney et al. 2001).

Dortch (2001: 110-113) states how difficult it is to 
differentiate between human and nonhuman prey in 
archaeological deposits, but Balme et al. (1978) consider 
that owls were the main contributors to the ‘small fauna’ (all 
individuals less than 300 g in weight: Menkhorst and Knight 
2001) recovered from the lower half of their excavation.

The maximum weight of prey that can be carried by local 
owls is not known. But a Silver Gull of weight 350 g can 
carry in its beak a King George Whiting 45 cm in length 
(pers. obs.). A fish of this size should have weighed 600 
g (from Fisheries Research Report No. 154, 2001). These 
assumptions imply a predator-prey ratio of 1:1.7. Because 
an owl grasps its prey with its talons, in contrast to a 
slippery fish in a gull’s beak, the maximum weight of prey 
should be greater than 1.7 relative to the owl’s weight.

The four local owl species could have occurred in the area 
around the cave during periods with different climate and 
vegetation changes (Balme et al. 1978: 62), though the 
Southern Boobook and Barking Owl are forest species and 
would not be expected to enter the cave. However, during a 
period when the entrance was shaft-like (Balme et al. 1978: 

(above) Australian Pied Oystercatcher 
pair at nest near bus, and (below) 
oystercatcher	chicks	leap	off	wall,	South	
Perth. Photos by Gary Tate (see also 
p59)
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58) and possibly acting as a ‘pit- trap’, the uneaten faunal 
remains and regurgitated pellets from these owls could have 
dropped or been washed into the cave. The Barn Owl is 
known to inhabit caves and presumably the Masked Owl also 
frequents them.

Applying the ratio figure of 1.7 as determined above, a Barn 
Owl of 310 g is likely to have contributed faunal remains of 
prey up to 525 g in weight (see Table 1) and the Masked 
Owl (of weight 890 g) up to 1.5 kg. Fauna weighing between 
300 g and 1.5 kg can therefore be considered as likely prey 
and additional to the small prey of weight up to 300 g as 
considered by Balme et al. (1978: 64).

There are seven possible additional mammal species: 
Gilbert’s Potoroo (weight 875 g); Ringtail Possum (925 g); 
Quenda (1.3 kg); Boodie (1.3 kg); Woylie (1.3 kg); female 
Chuditch (1 kg) and the smaller individuals (1-1.5 kg) of the 
Brush-tailed Possum.
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Robert Stranger

iRRUPTiON OF BLACK 
HONEYEATERS

Sightings of Black Honeyeaters, Sugomel niger, were 
reported throughout September and October 2018 from the 
areas around Wongan Hills, Ballidu, Dalwallinu, Coorow and 
Toodyay. There was even a sighting in Perth, indicating an 
irruption of Black Honeyeaters was occurring.

On 23 September 2018, i was surveying the lakes in the 
Katanning area when i came across a large population of 
Black Honeyeaters. They had taken up residence along the 
western border of Lake Coblinine, which is also known as 
Corackin Swamp (Figure 1, see p2)). There were over 100 
Black Honeyeaters present, with many pairs occupying 
defined breeding territories. The males were observed 
defending their territories and one active nest was under 
construction and located in samphire. This was tall samphire 
around the edge of the lake. 

Black Honeyeaters construct a different style of nest 
compared to most other Honeyeaters—they use sticks to 
build the bulk of their nests and they are usually placed in a 
fork of a dead branch. Around Cue, i have seen them nesting 
up to a metre above the ground.

The area they had chosen at Lake Coblinine had large 
numbers of flowering gum trees and the insect life was 
prolific. My impression was that these flocks move around till 
they find suitable breeding habitat and then settle there to 
complete their breeding cycle before moving on.

The Katanning area is on the southern limit of the Black 
Honeyeater’s distribution range (Johnstone and Storr 1998).

During a visit on 11 October 2018 I found that five pairs 
of Black Honeyeaters had established territories along the 
western side of Lake Coblinine and the males were singing 
and actively defending their patch from neighbouring Black 
Honeyeaters. The next day, i found another pair that had an 
established territory.

That day, i located two more sites in the reserve supporting 
active breeding pairs of Black Honeyeaters and one site that 
supported mobile non-breeding flocks, feeding on planted 
mallee eucalypt species. i estimated that 20 to 30 Black 
Honeyeaters were feeding on the blossoms of a mallee. 
Several small flocks were observed to fly high and fast in a 
southerly direction.

The two new breeding sites supported between six and 
nine active breeding pairs. One site was within road 
verge vegetation measuring 80 m long by 50 m wide and 
supported a mixed heath vegetation community containing 
a wide range of flowering shrubs including grevilleas, hakeas 
and melaleucas. This site was surveyed extensively and i 
recorded four active nests of Tawny-crowned Honeyeaters, 
two of which contained two eggs while the other two 
contained two newly hatched young. Two White-cheeked 
Honeyeater nests contained three chicks at 3 - 5 days old, 
two Black Honeyeater nests were under construction. One 
White-browed Babbler nest had two young just on the wing, 
and two Singing Honeyeater nests were found, one with two 
eggs and the other with three.

The other site supported between six and nine active 
breeding pairs of Black Honeyeaters and was located at 
the south-eastern section of the main lake system. The 
vegetation communities here were completely different to 
the mallee associations; the key dominant plant species here 

Species Bird weight Prey weight

Southern Boobook 250 g up to 425 g

Barn Owl 310 g up to 525 g

Masked Owl 890 g up to 1.51 kg

Barking Owl 900 g up to 1.53 kg

Table 1: Max weights of prey likely to be taken by owls in 
south-western Australia.
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were tall dense sheoaks over limited mixed low vegetation 
and dead fallen branches where one active Black Honeyeater 
nest was located still under construction.

i saw some interesting male Black Honeyeater behaviour, 
in which breeding males were observed to defend their 
territories against other males through aggressively chasing 
and extensive chattering che che che cher. Other than that, 
the males would call with a one syllable note similar to a 
Spotted Pardalote and often call from the same branch. 
On several occasions, males were observed to carry out a 
display flight by flying vertically up to 100 m then diving 
back down with wings fully stretched out and then landing on 
the same vantage perch. I noted that the birds always flew 
to exposed dead branches when performing these display 
flights. The males would often call out with a melodious 
whistle, but females were very quiet and unobtrusive, 
especially during the early stages of nest building.

The last irruption of Black Honeyeaters in the south-west 
of WA was during the months August and September in 
2012. At that stage sightings were made along the northern 
coastline, Yanchep, Ledge Point, Seabird and inland at 
Tenterden (Cranbrook), Wagin and Coblinine Nature Reserve. 
Observations extended to the Shire of Jerramungup and 
Gnowangerup.

David Secomb, a local ornithologist, mentioned he found a 
pair of Black Honeyeater breeding with one nestling at the 
Coblinine Nature Reserve on 29 and 30 September 2012, 
3.8 km east of Corackin Swamp, in heath that borders a 
patch of mallee. On Monday 24 September 2018 he came 
across a Black Honeyeater nest being built in a patch 20 
km NE of Katanning, on the corner of Bibikin and Robinson 
Roads. On each occasion no more than 20+ males were 
observed. No Black Honeyeaters were observed at Steve’s 
location at Corackin Swamp on a visit on 29 September 
2018. This indicates the mobility of this species in the south-
west.

David conducted a follow up visit, on 3 October 2018, to the 
bush block at the corner of Bibikin Road and Roberson Road, 
confirming that Black Honeyeaters were breeding there. 
Two female honeyeaters were sitting on nests, one of which 

contained two eggs. it was estimated that four pairs were at 
this location.

During the first week of October I travelled to Wongan Hills 
and located three pairs of Black Honeyeaters along the 
Kondut South East Road which is north-east of Wongan Hills 
and part of the Mortlock River system.
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Steve Elson

SQUARE-TAiLED KiTES OVER THE 
DARLiNG RANGE

The Square-tailed Kite has for many years been a fixture 
over Bickley Valley where I live. They have been flying over 
my property since 2013.

The alarm calls from Red Wattlebirds and Australian 
Magpies always alert me that a Square-tailed Kite is circling 
overhead, and sometimes i can even see two birds. i have 
observed a Grey Currawong attacking a Square-tailed Kite 
in nearby Pickering Brook. They are present throughout the 
year and this makes me think they are residential in these 
parts. Over spring and summer, they are a nearly daily 
occurrence in the foothills of the Darling Range.

i have long suspected that they must breed somewhere 
locally and a few years back, in September 2015, i 
discovered their nest in Lesmurdie in a patch of bush. The 
nest was not far from a creek. They successfully bred there 
in 2015 and likely in the years following that.

Recently in August 2018 i decided to check out the site and 
see if it was still active. i could not locate the old nest till i 
found it on the ground. The winter storms in June/July 2018 
must have broken the bough the nest was built on and it 
had fallen to the ground. i could see from the break that it 
had only recently come down. The circumference of the old 
Wandoo nesting tree was 248 cm and was measured at a 
height of 1 metre.

Surprisingly the Square-tailed Kites were busy building a 
new nest nearby on 10 August 2018. The new nest is located 
only 60 metres from the old site.

The nest is situated half way up a slope of a small valley 
looking out over the coastal plain in another large Wandoo 
tree. The circumference of the new nesting tree was 226 cm. 
The measurement was taken at 1 metre height. The valley 
is rich in old nesting hollows and has a dense population of Black Honeyeater, male. Photo by Laurie Boyle (see also p9)
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parrots. Australian Ringneck, Red-capped Parrots, Rainbow 
Lorikeets, Galahs, Little Corellas and Red-tailed Black-
Cockatoo were all present. This might well be one of the 
attractions of this site to Square-tailed Kites. There was an 
Australian Ringneck nest in the trunk of the nesting tree 
about three metres below the Square-tailed Kite nest. The 
ringneck was observed feeding young at the opening of the 
nest hollow. The Square-tailed Kite was observed bringing 
in nesting material on 12 September 2018. in its claw it 
had a green leafed Wandoo twig that was used to line the 
nest. Below the nest there was an assortment of green 
twigs which had been dropped. The Square-tailed Kite was 
still sitting on the nest when checked on 13 October and an 
egg shell was seen on the edge of the nest on 24 October 
indicating that young had probably hatched.

Square-tailed Kites are loyal to their nesting site (Marchant 
and Higgins 1993) and I was surprised to find them still 
breeding in a valley closely surrounded by residential areas.

The Square-tailed Kite at Lesmurdie was seen carrying some 
prey to the nest and judging by the barred tail this would 
have been a dragon lizard species.

Colin Heap advised he had seen a Square-tailed Kite on 
11 September 2018 which was carrying nest material near 
the eastern side of John Forrest National Park at the end 
of Falls Road, Hovea, indicating a pair must be breeding 
at this location too. The Square-tailed Kite at Hovea was 
being harassed by magpies and ravens. Another hot spot for 
Square-tailed Kite sightings is around Byford and Bedfordale.

Reference

Marchant, S. and Higgins, P.J. (1993). ‘Handbook of 
Australian, New Zealand and Antarctic Birds. Volume 
2: Raptors to Lapwings’. (Oxford University Press: 
Melbourne.)

Laurie Boyle

BALADJiE ROCK AND BEYOND

The last of the season’s cool weather had drawn us into the 
outback in search of birds that had responded to inland rain 
events. We were going to follow the inland flocks. For nine 
days we covered the inland area between Wongan Hills, 
Cadoux, Mukinbudin, Bencubbin out to Bullfinch and back. 
We left on 1 October 2018 and returned on 9 October 2018.

Whilst driving up we observed around 50 White-necked 
Herons at Wannamal Lake.

On 3 October 2018 we came across an enormous flock of 
Masked Woodswallows, Artamus personatus along Warralakin 
Road between Burracoppin and Westonia and by this we 
mean a flock of around 5000 birds, though it could easily 
have been many more. As far as we could see, there were 
clouds of swarming woodswallows. We noted that there 
were recently fledged young in the flocks. The woodswallows 
were observed feeding on insects both high in the sky and 
low to the ground. There were fields of yellow flowering 
everlastings and the woodswallows would often land on the 
ground to feed on insects among them.

The Masked Woodswallows’ roosting sites must have been in 
use for some time as the trees and roads were covered in a 
thick layer of droppings. The Handbook of Western Australia 
Birds (Johnstone and Storr 1998) mentions that in the 
Goldfields, Masked Woodswallows are most numerous and 
stay longest after wet years.

When we followed the road out to Bullfinch we observed 
many flocks of Pied, Black and White-fronted Honeyeaters. 
Many White-fronted Honeyeaters were breeding and 
they were the most prolific of the honeyeaters sighted. 
Eremophilas were flowering in profusion. Other species 
breeding were Jacky Winter, Red-capped Robin and 
some Crimson Chat. We observed recently fledged Black 
Honeyeaters. Most road culverts had small numbers of 
nesting Fairy Martins in them. There was even a discarded 
culvert alongside the road which had Fairy Martins nesting in 
it.

Another highlight was the discovery of a Ground Cuckoo-
shrike nest perched on a branch south of Bencubbin. 
The nest was in an old Magpie-lark nest that had been 
extensively lined with sheep’s wool and contained three 
nearly fledged juveniles with a distinctive striped pattern. 
Ground Cuckoo-shrikes often build on top of an old nest, 
and occasionally on a Magpie-lark nest (Johnstone and Storr 
1998). We recorded three pairs of Ground Cuckoo-shrike 
in this district. They were feeding in the short grass of the 
paddocks and seemed to be feeding on grasshopper nymphs 
as one had collected five in its beak. There were some 
Yellow-throated Miners breeding nearby.

North of Wubin we came across a Wedge-tailed Eagle’s 
nest with one juvenile and Brown Falcons were present 
throughout the trip, mainly lighter phased Brown Falcons.

At the Damboring Lake system, north of Ballidu, we 
encountered a large flock (5000) of Banded Stilts feeding out 
in the water, and flushed three Long-toed Stints.

Heavy thunderstorms caught up with us as we set up camp 
near Baladjie Rock on 6 October 2018. There is a large cave 
at Baladjie Rock and we sought shelter inside as the rain 
pelted down causing waterfalls to spill from the rock. inside 
the cave we found a nest of a Peregrine Falcon with three 

Square-tailed Kite delivering nest lining material, a twig with 
green leaves. Photo by Laurie Boyle
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young chicks. What was surprising was how far back in the 
cave the nest was located; it was in a dark shaded area. We 
observed the Peregrine Falcon bringing a Willy Wagtail it had 
caught to the nest. At dawn we heard a Southern Boobook 
calling. At this location we also observed Tree Martins coming 
down to an extinguished campfire site to collect burnt ashes 
as nest building material. This nest building behaviour by 
Tree Martins had previously been observed and the mud 
and ash are used to construct a partial mud nest within the 
hollows of trees.

All in all, it was a great experience to see how the bushbirds 
had responded to the opportunities provided by a wet winter.

Reference

Johnstone, R. E. and Storr, G. M. (1998). ‘Handbook of 
Western Australia Birds, Volume 2 – Passerines (Blue-
winged Pitta to Goldfinch)’. (Western Australian Museum: 
Perth).

Steve Elson and Laurie Boyle

BLACK FALCON (FALCO SUBNIGER) 
SiGHTiNG

During the last few years Jen and i have been doing 
seasonal bird surveys along ‘The Wheat-belt Way’. This route 
touches on the edge of the Great Western Woodlands and 
one of the sites near the route is where a Black Falcon (Falco 
subniger) was seen at Mollerin Rock Reserve (30o 32’ 45” S, 
117o 37’ 14” E), some 50 km south-west of Beacon, or 50 
km north of Koorda, just off the actual circuit (Figure 1).

The reserve itself has on old dis-used communal 18- hole 
golf course (mid 1960-1981), gazebo and camping area with 
toilet (Figure 2), combined with a few smaller reserves, rock 
outcrop (4.8ha) and a salt water lake, (not shown on this 
map), north of Kolji-Mollerin Rock Road, comprising totally 
6642ha.

On investigating the BirdLife WA database, and the BirdLife 
Australia Atlas portal (Birdata), the only previous survey 
reported from here was by a visitor doing the Atlas Surveys 
in WA and would be virgin birding site for BirdLife WA 
members.

On our third trip to Mollerin Rock Reserve we saw what was, 
with further investigation, a Black Falcon. On observing 
the antics of this bird, for at least 10-15 minutes, using 
binoculars, we watched it rise, circle around and dive bomb 
something within the tree line. There was no confusion on 
whether it was a Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus) or a 
dark morph Brown Falcon (Falco berigora). There were no 
tear drop facial markings as per the falcons mentioned. 
The strong looking curved and pointed wings when it dived, 
circled and flew straight were magnificent to watch. It 
seemed as if we were watching a rematch of a Peregrine 
Falcon behaving exactly the same way at Billiburning Rock 
Reserve during our trip in May this year. Surprisingly, 
Australian Magpies and Australian Ravens which were in the 
general area at the time were not harassing it.

The colouring was totally solid above and below when flying, 
matching a Black Falcon. We had a variety of views with 

cloudy and sunny conditions. While cloudy, 
the bird looked to be blackish in colour. 
No markings were seen on the wings and 
body. in sunny conditions it appeared a dark 
chocolate brown to black. We did notice a 
slight whitish tinge on the face and throat 
area, which indicated, it may have been an 
old adult.
Pizzey and Knight (2012) mentions that 
older birds appear to have a whitish face 
and throat. Johnstone and Storr (1998) note 
that adults usually have some white on the 
chin and that inner webs of the primary 
feathers are sometimes barred and mottled 
with greyish white. immature birds were 
said to be darker than adults. HANZAB 
(Marchant and Higgins 1993) makes a similar 
statement, but notes that some juveniles 
can also have a whitish chin and throat. The 
illustrations in the newest Australian bird 
guide (Menkhorst et al. 2017) show juveniles 
to be darker than adults. However, the 
question remains—at what age do these birds 
start to get that whitish colouring to the face 
and throat?

(top) Peregrine Falcon and (above) Tree Martin gathering nest building material 
from	old	camp	fire,	Baladjie	Rock. Photos by Laurie Boyle (see also p25)
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Figure 1. Part of the Wheat-belt Way.

Figure 2. Satellite map of the area showing Mollerin Reserve.
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Unfortunately, no photographs were taken of the bird we 
saw, as the camera was still in the car. We have previously 
seen a few Black Falcons while travelling around the northern 
part of Australia (Northern Territory and Queensland) over 
a period of 18-20 months. Our years of travelling were 
2000/2001, 2002/2003, 2006 and 2009.

Other birds of prey sighted over the last three visits to the 
Mollerin area were as follows: Wedge-tailed Eagle (Aquila 
audax) (3), Brown Goshawk (Accipiter fasciatus) (1), 
Nankeen Kestrel (Falco cenchroides) (2), Australian Hobby 
(Falcon longipennis) (1) and Brown Falcon (Falco berigora) 
(2) which had paired up ready for breeding (seen doing a 
copulating display).

After spending another five days at this reserve (13-17 
October), no further sighting of Black Falcon was recorded.

Just a bit of information on ourselves:

Every now and again, i get asked how and when i became 
interested in birds. i started in primary school years, in 
Leicester, UK, and have been birding for 65+ years, and 
never looked back. The main birding areas in UK were 
Bradgate Park (Queen Grey or known as Lady Jane Grey’s 
resting place) and Charny (Charnwood Forest, first field 
office for Sir David Attenborough). Then later on, Gibraltar 
Point Reserve, near Skegness (east coast of UK).

On Boxing Day 1970, we left for Perth, Western Australia, 
with our two young daughters, and have never regretted this 
move. Jen (my wife) and i were wild bird rehabilitators for 
some 19 years in Armadale and Byford, and used the name 
Wild Bird Rehabilitation Center. This was from 1978 to 1997. 
Over the last six years we mainly rehabilitated birds of prey.

We have always headed out bush to survey birds (identify 
and record all birds we see), and have taken part in BirdLife 
WA projects as volunteers since the mid 80s.

in the meantime, we were members of the Wildlife Rescue 
Association and The Society for the Preservation of Raptors. 
i was a bird bander for the WARG (Western Australian Re-
habitation Group) for 11 years, trained by Peter Wakelam 
and overseen by Perry de Rebeira. i also inherited a program 
called Capture and Re-located Rogue Raptors (attacking 
aviaries from the inner and outer suburbs of Perth) from 
Ric Dunlop, a former raptor keeper at Perth Zoo, and still 
employed there. This program lasted about 4-5 years.

And then, i was also the primary bander for the Waterbird 
Conservation Group which i joined in 1984, and am still a 
member. i banded a variety of waterbirds (and bushbirds if 
required to do so), from the more common to uncommon 
and rare.

i volunteered for two Bird of Prey watches; one program ran 
from 1986 to 1990, by David Baker-Gabb for Birds Australia, 
the other instigated by Birds Australia following the release 
of the Rabbit Calicivirus from 1996-2000.

Other groups to which we still belong are Friends of the 
Western Ground Parrot, Australasian Wader Study Group, 
Oriental Bird Club (UK based), Friends of Forrestdale inc. 
and Shorebirds 2020 co-ordinator for the north-east wheat-
belt area.
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Colin Heap

NO LAUGHiNG MATTER: CAMERA 
TRAP SNAPS A LAUGHiNG DOVE 
ON YARRALOOLA STATiON, SW 
PiLBARA

The Laughing Dove (Streptopelia senegalensis) is widespread 
through sub-Sahara Africa across to india (Higgins and 
Davies 1996) and was introduced to south-west Western 
Australia (WA) in the 1890s. its range extends from the 
south-west along the coast north to Carnarvon (Johnstone 
et al. 2000). in fact, at the time Johnstone and co-workers 
published their paper titled “Birds of the southern Carnarvon 
Basin, Western Australia: distribution, status and historical 
changes”, Carnarvon was the northern limit of the range of 
this exotic species in WA. Following more recent reports of 
Laughing Doves to the north of Carnarvon, Stranger and 
Burbidge (2015) suggested their expansion into northern WA 
was probable as the climate and conditions were favourable. 
They encouraged greater surveillance and reporting of the 
Laughing Dove invasion front in the Exmouth region and 
south-western Pilbara.

We were surprised to find a series of images of a single 
Laughing Dove on a camera trap from 3 June 2017 on 
Yarraloola Pastoral Station in the south-west Pilbara 
(see photo). The camera was located near the southern 
boundary of Yarraloola (Latitude: -21.85000705; Longitude: 
116.03826050), approximately 40 km south-west of 
Pannawonica. This camera formed part of an extensive 
network of cameras used for a feral cat monitoring project 
run by the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions (DBCA) on the neighbouring Yarraloola and Red 
Hill cattle stations. While the native Diamond (Geopelia 
cuneata) and Peaceful (G. placida) Doves commonly grace 
us with their presence by frequently triggering our cat 
camera traps, this was the first and only image captured 
of the introduced Laughing Dove in over 9000 camera trap 
days from 2016 to 2018. Our record is approximately 90 
km north-west of the first and only other known record for 
this species in the Pilbara (Johnstone et al. 2013). A single 
bird was observed on Duck Creek (Latitude: -22.4384405; 
Longitude: 116.61826448) in the western Hamersley Range 
in May 2012 (WABN 143: 9; Bruce Greatwich pers. comm. 
2018).

Given the native range of this species in arid environments 
and its ability to travel long distances (up to 160 km: 
Stranger 1968), their dispersal and detection in the Pilbara 
is not surprising. Both Pilbara records were in the general 
vicinity of each other, but our camera trap record of the 
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Laughing Dove was approximately five years later. It would 
appear this bird was a juvenile that has roamed further north 
from the Carnarvon area due to the good seasonal conditions 
brought about by tropical cyclone activities over the 2016-17 
summer period. The season’s good summer rains gave rise 
to lots of fresh green growth and extensive seeding, which 
attracted more seed-eating ground birds (e.g. Little Button-
quail, Diamond and Peaceful Doves, etc) on Yarraloola 
and Red Hill Stations in 2017 compared to 2016 (Hannah 
Anderson, pers. obs).

This record shows that camera traps set for other purposes 
are useful for recording vagrants, like this Laughing Dove, 
that perhaps would not have otherwise been seen or heard 
while out in the vast Pilbara. it is worth keeping an eye, ear 
or camera out for additional records of this invasive species 
as they could potentially compete with the native dove 
species of the Pilbara if they were to establish.
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Hannah Anderson and Russell Palmer

AN UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE

Over the years i have visited Reynoldson Reserve which lies 
just north of the Wongan Hills township.

On several occasions i have seen one or two Black 
Honeyeaters there. This is not an unusual event as i 
have seen Black Honeyeaters in several of the south-west 
reserves, such as in Dryandra Woodland Reserve, over the 
years, sometimes breeding and at least on three occasions 
breeding in the flora rich gem, Tutanning Reserve.

On 20 October 2018, i took some friends to show them 
some of the rare endemic flora that occurs in the Wongan 
Hills area. However, when visiting Reynoldson Reserve i was 
astounded to find more than 20 Crimson Chats, including 
some that were breeding. There were also approximately 15 
Black Honeyeaters and ten or so Pied Honeyeaters but even 
more surprising were at least six White-fronted Honeyeaters. 
Some of the male Pied Honeyeaters were doing their vertical 
breeding display flight.

To find such a quantity of mulga and desert species descend 
on such a small 10-acre remnant reserve was a surprise 
for me and shows that when the mid-west and deserts are 
experiencing dry conditions, the instinct to head south away 
from their primary habitat, the mulga region, remains a 
strong instinctive force as it does, say, for the Emu which 
can also be seen in dryer times heading south along the 
vermin fence.

One can only imagine what quantities of mulga bird species 
would have headed south in dry seasons prior to the mass 
clearing of the flora rich wheatbelt Kwongan Heath.

Simon Nevill

A Laughing Dove snapped by a camera trap set on Yarraloola 
Station, south-west Pilbara. Photo by Hannah Anderson
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Crossword No. 37
CLUESby Pam Agar

See page 61 for Answers

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10

11 12

13 14 15

16 17

18

19 20 21

22 23 24 25

26

27

ACROSS
7. Those who watch.
9. Perching spot.
10. Outing.
11. May allow closer access to waders.
13. To employ.
14. Retrieval.
16. Width of view.
17. Useful food source in urban areas.
19. Evasive response of young wader.
20. Nature of crakes.
22. Ridge containing nostrils of a bird.
25. Likely location to see a Red-capped Robin.
26. Not needed after lunch for a keen birder.
27. Grain eating.

DOWN
1. Lady’s exclamation re male Splendid Fairy-wren’s colour?
2.	 An efficient, physical manner.
3.	 To perceive sound.
4.	 Movement from one site to another.
5.	 Even this may sustain some waterbirds.
6.	 Small wader.
8. Swallows do this to drink. 
10. Helps to identify birds more quickly.
12. Do this to gain more knowledge.
14. To note details.
15. Good lake for waterbirds and waders.
18. Possible state of lakes in summer.
21. An occasion.
22. Means of transport.
23. Moved at a fast pace.
24. No. of hectares in smallest Birdata site.

Great Egret, Mandurah. Photo by Chris YoungPied Stilt, Eyre. Photo by Andrew Morgan (see report, p56)
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Notices
BirdLife Western Australia

NOTICE OF 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

BIRDLIFE WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Monday 25 February 2019 at 7:30 pm
Bold Park Ecology Centre, 
Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat

The Annual General Meeting of BirdLife Western 
Australia is called to consider the following agenda:
1. Apologies
2. Confirmation of 2018 minutes (see BirdLife WA 

website)
3. Business arising
4. Chair’s report
5. Treasurer’s report
6. Election of officers
7. General business
8. Guest speaker (Bob Green,  Avian Monitoring 

Services SA)

Viv Read, Chair

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BirdLife Western Australia

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

BirdLife Western Australia

Nominations are called for the following positions to 
be elected at the BirdLife Western Australia Annual 
General Meeting on 25 February 2019: 

 Chair
 Vice Chair
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Committee members (up to 7)

Nomination forms are available from the BirdLife WA 
office and also in this edition of WABN (see below) 
and should be returned to the Secretary by 25 January 
2019.

All positions are open and not all current committee 
members will be renominating. Volunteers willing  
to attend the monthly meetings and take on these 
responsibilities are sought.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BirdLife Western Australia
Committee nomination form

Position:                                                                                                                                                                                                   
(Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, Committee member)

Nominee:
                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Nominated by:
                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Seconded by:
                                                                                                                                                                                                   

I hereby accept this nomination:

                                                                                                                                                                                        
(Signature of nominee)

Date:                                                     

Please return this form before 25 January 2019 to:

The Secretary, BirdLife Western Australia, 167 Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat, WA 6014

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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BirdLife  WA  End  of  Year  Picnic
9th December 2018 

Birdwalk  at 10 am (for those interested)
followed by

Picnic Lunch 12:00 – 2:00

WHO:  Volunteers, members, family and friends are invited  to Kings Park for our annual  get 
together.  As we have nearly 1300 members in WA we think you should all make an effort to 
come! What a sight that would be!

WHERE: Variety Pavilion, Saw Avenue, Kings Park.
PARKING Close by as shown on map.

WHAT TO BRING

  Picnic or BBQ food, drinks, chairs or blanket. BYO is allowed.
  Lots of good cheer too. We wll be selling our merchandise as well!

This venue has been booked and we look forward to meeting you there.

BirdLife Executive

Notices, ctd
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BirdLife WA Office News
The BirdLife WA office will close on Thursday 
20th December and will re-open on Monday 7th 
January 2019. A time for our hard working office 
volunteers to relax and enjoy the festive season 
and to recharge their batteries for 2019.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
team of people who volunteer in the BirdLife 
WA office. We are able to have an office open 
to members and the general public five days a 
week because of the generous donation of their 
time and expertise. They deal with interesting 
phone calls, provide advice on where to go 
birdwatching, assist our project staff and sell our 
great range of merchandise. Whether they come 
in once a month, once a fortnight or occasionally 
fill in, the efforts of all our volunteers are greatly 
appreciated.

We welcomed several new volunteers to the team 
this year and I am always happy to hear from 
anyone who has some spare time and would like 
to help out.

I hope everyone has a lovely Christmas and New 
Year and I look forward to working with you all in 
2019.

Annette Park 
Office Manager

Proposed Great Western Woodlands 
Surveys for 2019

“The woodlands are calling and I must go”

Autumn 2019
April 1 – 4:  Credo.
May 1 – 9:  Frank Hann/Peak Charles 
followed by Dundas.

Spring 2019
September 1 – 9:  Helena and Aurora, 
followed by Jilbadji.
September 2 – 6:  Transline, possibly 
extended to Naretha Bore.

These areas are remote and surveyors need 
to be fully equipped with 4 x 4 vehicles, all 
camping gear and capable of carrying food, 
water and fuel for the trip; and be competent 
to identify the birds likely to be encountered.

Further information:  gww@birdlife.org.au.

Lorraine and Libby 
GWW Volunteer Coordinators.

Notices, ctd

BirdLife WA 2019 Calendar
The 2019 calendar is now available at the 
BirdLife WA office for $10 each (over the 
counter) or $13.00 including postage. 
All photographs are by BirdLife WA 
members and photographs were chosen 
by professional wildlife photographers Jiri 
and Marie Lochman.
You can order calendars from the office 
by phoning 9383 7749 or emailing wa@
birdlife.org.au. Payment can be made by 
cash, credit card, direct deposit or posting 
a cheque. Calendars will also be sold at 
the Monday monthly meetings and some 
bird excursions between now and the New 
Year.
All profits aid the BirdLife WA 
Australasian Bittern Project.
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Annual Hooded Plover Count
Saturday 9 February 2019 and 

Sunday 10 February 2019
Don’t miss out on one of the birding traditions of the 

year!

Surveyors sought for Yalgorup National Park, Walpole 
region, Bremer Bay region and Hopetoun region.

For details, please contact Marcus Singor:

Tel:  9383 7749

e-mail :  msingor@bigpond.com  or 
wa@birdlife.org.au

See next 2 pages for survey sheet.
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Update on the AOC2019

The Australasian Ornithological Conference 
website is now live:

https://www.aocdarwin.com/

and early bird registration is now open.

Symposia and plenary speakers have been 
finalised.

Please share this information with your 
networks.

#AOC2019 
AOCDarwin2019@gmail.com  

Tiffanie Pearse 
Committee Member

Australasian Ornithological Conference 
3-5 July 2019 Darwin

https://www.aocdarwin.com/

BIRDLIFE WESTERN AUSTRALIA (BWA)

is offering

Postgraduate Student Sponsorship
to assist attendance at the AOC in 

Darwin 3-5th July 2019

Two sponsorships of $500 each are 
offered for Western Australian post 
graduate students. 

These will be allocated on the basis of the 
merit, quality and relevance of submitted 
abstracts. The cut off date for the submission of 
abstracts is 30th November, 2018.

BWA will notify successful applicants by email 
or post by 30th January 2019. Funding of $500 
will then be forwarded and acknowledged to 
these people at the AOC2019.

The conditions of this sponsorship are that 
applicants:

•	 Are enrolled for a postgraduate degree 
that is relevant to ornithology

•	 Are studying in Western Australia

•	 Have registered to attend the AOC2019 
for at least one day

•	 Are prepared to present a paper at this 
conference

•	 Have not received any other subsidy or 
grant to attend the AOC2019

Contact BirdLife WA:

wa@birdlife.org.au

for further details and an application form.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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HOODED PLOVER OBSERVATION FORM

SUMMER SURVEY  2019
(Sat. 9 and Sun. 10 February 2019)

Please fill out this form even if you search an area and do not find Hooded Plovers.

Observer: _______ Phone:_____________________________

Address:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Weather:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Hooded Plover observation details:  Date:  __________________________  Time:  ___________________

Location: _____________________________________________________________________________________

Lat:  ________________________________________  Long:  _______________________________________

Survey starting point:  Lat. ____________________  Long: _______________________________________

Survey finishing point: Lat: ____________________  Long: _______________________________________

Total Hooded Plover seen:  ______________________________________________________________________

Adults (No.)   __________________  Juveniles  (No.)  ________________  Runners (No.)  _________________

Breeding and nesting notes (i.e. location, eggs or runners):  ___________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Habitat:   _____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Lakes   Water  levels:   Full  __________ 3/4 __________  1/2 __________  1/4 __________ Dry ______________

Lake:   Fresh      ___________________          Brackish ___________________    Salt  _______________________

Notes:  _______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Hooded Plover Committee, BirdLife  Western Australia, 167 Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat, W.A. 6014.       P.T.O.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Notices, ctd
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Conservation: Are there any threats evident?  ________________________________________________________

Dogs (    )    Cats (   )    Foxes (   )    Horses (    )   Four wheel drive vehicles (    )   Quad bikes (    )   Trail bikes (    )

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please draw a sketch map of the area (e.g. wetland or section of beach) even if Hooded Plovers were not found.  
Please show which part of the area you searched, as well as location of Hooded Plovers and nests.

Other shorebirds present: (species and numbers)

Australian Pied Oystercatcher  ........................................

Sooty Oystercatcher  ....................................................

Red-capped Plover  .......................................................

Sanderling  ..................................................................

Ruddy Turnstone ..........................................................

Red-necked Stint ..........................................................

We are monitoring these two species as they are invading beach areas in the Eastern States:

Australian Raven (present) ............................................

Australian Magpie (present)  ..........................................

Comments

Thank you for participating. Please return form  to:

BirdLife Western Australia
Hooded Plover Committee
167 Perry Lakes Drive
Floreat W.A.     6014
Tel: (08) 9383 7749 Email: wa@birdlife.org.au

Notices, ctd
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Notices, ctd

Donations to 
BirdLife Western Australia

The Western Australian Branch is aiming to be in the financial position to 
support conservation work through projects, particularly aimed at threatened 
species. With the decline in government funding, support for this work 
through donations and bequests is one way this aim can be realised in the 
future.

Tax deductible donations specifically for BirdLife Western Australia can be 
made to BirdLife Western Australia through our office at Peregrine House. A 
tax deductible receipt will be issued.

If the donation is being made as a direct deposit in the BirdLife Western 
Australia bank account, it is important to signify who it is from and that it is 
specifically for BirdLife Western Australia. Donations will then be held in a 
separate account so that they can be accounted for through the national office 
each year in accordance with the Federal Taxation Department requirements.

Such donations, unless specified by the donor for a particular purpose, will be 
used to assist in meeting the objectives of the organisation. 

If you have decided to make a lasting legacy to BirdLife Australia in your Will, 
contact Bequests Officer, BirdLife Australia for a confidential discussion on 
your options, including any specific requests (e.g. support for black cockatoos 
in WA).

Viv Read 
Chair

The following WA people joined BirdLife Australia 
during the period  31 July to 15 October 2018:

     D Bradley, G Brophy, P Campbell, T Cottee, B 
Dynon, C Edwards, G Fernie, P Gardner, J Hall, W 
Hobley, J Jordan, P Jordan, P Lowe, G Macpherson, 
B Martin, M Martin, L Masarei, F O’Connor, D Pass, 
Renae Richardson, C Ryan, J Schultz, A Slater, A 
Wareing, B Winterton and L Zani

New WA members

(above) Little Black Cormorant and (below) White-
fronted Chat, Mandurah. Photos by Chris Young
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Excursion reports

Oyster Harbour foreshore, 14 August

The weather forecast looked bleak, but at least it was not 
raining yet when we met at Lower King Bridge. Sheltered 
from the strong north-westerly winds, we walked to the 
Oyster Harbour fish traps and were surprised to find quite 
a good number of birds. Red-eared Firetail, White-breasted 
Robin and Red-winged Fairy-wren were quickly added to 
our list. Australian Shelduck and Australian Wood Duck, two 
species known to nest in the area, were observed in trees. 
Near the fish traps we saw a pair of Osprey near their nest. 
With bad weather starting to move in, we returned to the 
Lower King Bridge parking area and abandoned the outing 
after a rushed morning tea. The tally for the day was a 
respectable 35 species.

Porongurups, 11 September

When we arrived at the Porongurups, the car thermometer 
indicated a mere 7 degrees. We rugged up and braved 
the chill to be rewarded with quite a few White-breasted 
Robin sightings but other birds were less forthcoming and 
we only managed to see a small number of birds along the 
Millinup Pass Track. We continued on to Angwin Park Road 
where we found a sheltered spot for morning tea. it had 
warmed up a bit and suddenly we found ourselves admiring 
a good variety of bushbirds including Splendid Fairy-wren, 
Red-capped Parrot, Scarlet Robin and a male Golden 
Whistler. We followed the scenic drive to the south side of 
the Porongurups and had lunch near Waddy’s Hut on the 
southern end of the Warnsborough Walk where we added a 
few more species to our meagre list.

Stirling Range, 9 October

We were greeted by at least a dozen different bird species, 
including Regent Parrot, when we arrived at the parking area 
near the junction of Bluff Knoll Road and Chester Pass Road. 
We walked along Ongerup Creek track and recorded Restless 
Flycatcher, Western Yellow Robin and Rainbow Bee-eater 
among others. We had a glimpse of what may have been a 
Mistletoebird but were unable to confirm the sighting as we 
did not succeed in locating the bird again. However, there 
was no doubt about the identity of the Crested Shrike-tit we 
initially heard and managed to get good views later. Other 
highlights of the day included Striated Pardalote and Sacred 
Kingfisher.

Lake Seppings, 28 October

In celebration of National Bird Week, the local branch offered 
a guided two-hour bird walk around Lake Seppings which 
was well attended.

Future outings

Excursions will take place on Tuesday, 11 December, 22 
January 2019, 12 February and 12 March. More details about 
destinations, where to meet, etc. will be made available on 
E-news. You can also check the Albany Bird Group’s website 
http://sites.google.com/site/albanybirds/Home

and its Facebook page. Excursion leader will be Anne Bondin 
(albanybirds@hotmail.com). Feel free to contact the branch 
for further information.

in March 2019 we will again partner with GreenSkills and 
take part in the South Coast Festival of Birds with a wide 
variety of bird-related activities on offer throughout the 
month. Details about festival events will be published on our 
website later this year.

 Anne Bondin

Regional Groups
ALBANY GROUP

Gavin White
MRB5813 
AU31609

Ph: 0448 975 586
For servicing and repairs to all 

makes of vehicles
Specialising in air 

conditioners, servicing and 
repairs

White Torque Pty Ltd

Inland Thornbill, Dryandra. Photo by Dusty Millar
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BUNBURY GROUP

Excursion reports

Preston River mouth, Point Mornington and Vittoria 
Bay, Leschenault Estuary, Sunday 23 September

Another great afternoon’s birding on Sunday when we 
'scoped Preston River mouth as the tide dropped. We visited 
Point Mornington on the west side, and then to "Coffee Man 
Corner" on the Old Coast Road side where we could take in 
Vittoria Bay. We worked well as a team, with counters at the 
ready for our scribe Margaret, and Bruce, our ace verifier of 
dubious sightings. The only lonely migrant seen was a not-
so-common Common Sandpiper, sunning itself on a sandy 
corner in the lagoon. On our arrival, a pair of Australian 
Pied Oystercatcher chased an Australian Raven from the 
sandbank. A small group of Red-capped Plover captured our 
attention with their handsome colouring in the afternoon 
light and ~15 Caspian Terns, a couple of Crested Terns, a 
little parcel of Black Swans and Australian Pelicans, and in 
general the other usual species that enjoy the seclusion and 
conditions of the Preston River delta with its marshlands, 
mudflats and sandbanks. We recorded 32 waterbird and 
bushbird species.

Golden Feather Awards

City of Bunbury

Australian Pied Oystercatchers (POC)(territorial) and Banded 
Lapwings (BL)(nomadic) nested again in the grassy patches 
along Koombana Drive near the Navigators’ Roundabout. 
Anne and Jane report BLs had four chicks hatch near Mantra, 
and POCs two near Leschenault inlet. Council workers 
set a witch’s hat to mark the POC nest. Ben Deeley, City 
of Bunbury’s environmental team leader, reports City of 
Bunbury staff liaised with Pia Courtis, wildlife officer with the 
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions 
(DBCA) to protect the birds from the circus which set up on 
the inlet side where the POC chicks hatched a day or two 
earlier. As both species raise ‘runners’ i.e. chicks that stay 
in the nest just a few days, so far so good. Gold feather to 
Anne and to Jane for keeping a watchful eye on these birds.

Silver Gull Nesting Colony, Jetty Road

You will be pleased to know that the Department of 
Transport (DOT) delayed their commencement date of early 
September for upgrade works to allow the birds to continue 
nesting. They invited BirdLife Bunbury to discuss the best 
way forward for everyone, and welcomed our input. To 
their credit and our admiration, they are working closely 
with ornithologist Bill Rutherford and DBCA, waiting until 
minimal disturbance will occur, purchasing an incubator and 
by licence plan to collect any nest eggs, hatch and return 
to the colony. DOT is interested in other species and were 
duly informed about the nationally threatened Fairy Tern 
and nesting colony in the vicinity, and that both Crested and 
Fairy Terns use Jetty Road as a base for roosting. A Double 
Golden Feather award!!!

Osprey ‘Ospdates’

Nests continue to show activity by BirdLife Bunbury’s 
Osprey ‘Osp-servers’ Liz, John C, Dave, Chris and Jane. Liz 
reports another nest in her neighbourhood along Balmoral 
Boulevarde in Leschenault where the birds have a nest 
in a tall ancient eucalypt, possibly Jarrah. in all, we are 
monitoring six nests—one on the platform at Leschenault 
inlet; Leschenault Estuary—Bar island at Collie River mouth; 
on Old Coast Road; Pratt Road Collie River; end of Eastwell 
Road on Brunswick River; Balmoral Boulevarde. The nesting 
platforms between inner Harbour and Preston River are 
inactive.

Hope you have enjoyed this bird chatter! Cheep cheep.

Sue Kalab 
Convenor, BirdLife Bunbury

Front: John C, Liza, Sue; back: Dave, Margaret and Bruce with 
our shorebird conservation sign, Preston River mouth. Photo by 
Richard Routh (see also p63)

Regional Groups, ctd
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Excursion reports

New River, Busselton, 26 August

The New River meanders through city and urban areas, but 
it isn’t obvious. Congratulations to the City of Busselton for 
maintaining kilometres of secluded, well vegetated walk 
trails alongside the river, with viewpoints overlooking the 
wetlands, and for excellent brochures with maps of the trails 
to be found in and around Busselton—‘Wetland Walks and 
Trails’ and ‘Coastal and Wetland Trails’.

The first walk (and return) from the Aboriginal Garden to 
West Street rewarded us with so many bird species we 
didn’t know where to look. Highlights were two Pink-eared 
Ducks, a very confiding Musk Duck, Dusky Moorhen, a 
Grey Butcherbird and a variety of bushbirds. Further along 
at Queen Elizabeth Avenue we enjoyed a parade of ducks, 
coots, swamphens, cormorants and ibis.

The walkway over the Vasse River Diversion Drain provided a 
high point from which to survey the wetlands on the western 
side of the road. A Common Sandpiper flew along the drain, 
a Crested Pigeon perched on the powerline, three Hoary-
headed Grebes and a Black Swan with six cygnets were seen 
from an area of fringing Peppermints, and further along was 
the swan’s nest, now exposed due to the lower water level. 
On the southern side of the river two Masked Lapwings (ssp 
novaehollandiae) were observed feeding in an open area, a 
first sighting for some members in our group.

Western Gerygone, Shining Bronze-Cuckoo, inland Thornbill, 
Brown Honeyeater and Splendid Fairy-wren were very vocal 
on the walks. Forty-nine species were seen during the 
morning.

Christine Wilder

Forest Grove, 15 September

Ten of us joined Barry Darnell on this lovely property in 
Forest Grove for a cold start with BOM minimum recorded at 
1.7 degrees C. Soon the birds and birders 
were enjoying the sunshine in a range 
of habitats including Karri, Marri/Jarrah, 
Peppermint, Blue Gum, pastures and a 
dam.

Near the homestead, in a flame tree, 
was a group of about 20 very obliging 
and vocal White-naped Honeyeaters and 
Western Rosellas feeding on the ground. 
Some of the other endemics seen during 
the morning were White-breasted Robin, 
Red-capped Parrot and a Red-winged 
Fairy-wren. At least eight Carnaby’s Black-
Cockatoos were perched in the Marri 
foliage and a flock of 12 unidentified 
white-tailed black-cockatoos were seen 
flying over the Karri. Australian Ringneck 
was around (confirmed ‘twenty eights’), 
with several birds at a hollow. A small 
flock of Yellow-rumped Thornbills gave a 
good view and inland Thornbills were also 
present. A Striated Pardalote was calling 
and a Spotted Pardalote was seen. The only 

raptor noted was a Nankeen Kestrel on the power pole in the 
Blue Gums. Thank you to Barry for a very enjoyable birding 
morning with a total of 31 bird species entered in Birdata.

Joan Sharpe

Aussie Backyard Bird Count, 28 October

The DBCA Jarrahdene campsite was perfect for a social 
morning’s birding for the ABBC with wide firebreaks making 
for easy walking. Eighty-four birds of 19 species were 
counted by 12 counters.

Best bird spotted on the day—Red-winged Fairy-wren 
families, two males seen in full colour—Peter St Clair-Baker

Best bird photographs of the day—Joint winners:

– Jane Scott—photo of male Scarlet Robin at picnic site 

– Roger Crabtree—photo iD of a Baudin’s Black-Cockatoo

Best dressed birdwatcher of the day—Roger Crabtree

Guess the number of species counted—Ann Delroy

Christine Wilder

CAPE TO CAPE GROUP

Regional Groups, ctd

Western Rosella, Margaret River. Photo by Alfred Lau (see Myalup report, p48)
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Excursion report

Peak Charles, 9 September

On 9 September, 12 members headed out to Peak Charles on 
a very pleasant sunny day; quite sunny, in fact — it was 30 
degrees at lunch time.

There was a number of birds around, but because of the 
thickness of the scrub it was more a case of bird listening 
rather than watching and relying on 
the keen-eared members of the group 
for identification.

Orchids and many other wildflowers 
were abundant and made for pleasant 
walks around the base of the Peak.

in the Peak area and on the journey 
up and back 30 bird species were 
identified: Australian White Ibis, 
Australian Ringneck, Black-faced 
Cuckoo-Shrike, Black-shouldered 
Kite, Brown Honeyeater, Common 
Bronzewing , Crested Pigeon , Fan-
tailed Cuckoo, Golden Whistler, 
Grey Butcherbird, Grey Currawong, 
Horsfield’s Bronze-Cuckoo, Inland 
Thornbill, Little Crow, Magpie-lark, 
Nankeen Kestrel, New Holland 

Honeyeater, Australian Raven, Red Wattlebird, Silvereye, 
Striated Pardalote, Wedge-tailed Eagle, Weebill, Australian 
Magpie, White-fronted Honeyeater, White-browed Scrubwren, 
White-faced Heron, Restless Flycatcher, Yellow-throated 
Miner and Willie Wagtail.

Mike Gibbs

Regional Groups, ctd

MYALUP GROUP

ESPERANCE GROUP

The group at Peak Charles. Photo by Mike Gibbs

Margaret River Excursion, Friday 12 
October to Sunday 14 October

On the Friday afternoon our group of eight comprising Clare, 
Alan, Caroline, Alfred, Hidi, Sherry, Tony and Errol arrived 
from a variety of departure points, to gather at the Edge of 
the Forest Resort in Margaret River. At about 5 pm we were 
joined by Christine Wilder from the Cape to Cape Group of 
birdwatchers. Christine impressed us all with her enthusiasm 
and knowledge of the birds in the area and elsewhere. She 
was able to give us a good idea of where we should look to 
make the most of our time in the region.

Next morning, we headed out into the forest at the rear of 
the resort and walked alongside the Margaret River up to the 
First Weir. This relatively short walk was very successful in 
terms of the birds seen and Alan, Caroline and Alfred were 
enjoying themselves with their cameras. (see also photos, 
pp47,58,63)

We then took Christine’s suggestion and headed to a 
property named “Swallow’s Welcome”. The property is owned 
by Patricia Negus, an artist who specialises in drawing 
and painting wildflowers and fungi and has a beautiful 
house surrounded by a wonderful garden near Witchcliffe. 
Christine had told us that if we got there by 11 am we could 
experience Pat feeding the birds and she was right. Much to Brown Goshawk with catch. Photo by Alfred Lau
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our amazement we stood and watched while Splendid Fairy-
wrens, Red-winged Fairy-wrens and White-breasted Robins 
and other birds appeared to partake of mealworms which 
were carefully put out one by one by Pat. Most amazing was 
a nest in a rose bush next to the path on which we were 
standing outside Pat’s studio. The nest contained a White-
breasted Robin sitting on her eggs and as we watched, her 
mate delivered to her the meal worms being put out by Pat.

Pat then took us on a tour through her studio, which was a 
wonderland, then to the Chapel of Flowers next to her house 
and her garden around the house. We were all inspired by 
Pat and her love of birds and nature.

We then walked along the Margaret River to the west of the 
main road. The walkers returned to report that they had 
been relatively unsuccessful and shared the photos that they 
had taken earlier in the day. We then headed for Redgate 
Beach to see if we could find any Hooded Plovers which 
were known to prowl the area. On the walk to the beach, 
an Australian Pied Oystercatcher was seen sheltering in the 
sand dunes. On arriving at the beach, we were successful in 
seeing a pair of Hooded Plover on the shoreline. On the drive 
back from Redgate Beach a Pacific Heron was seen standing 
in water at the edge of a farm dam, which was surrounded 
by a flock of Australian Wood Duck.

The next morning saw the group get up early again and we 
headed out to the forest west of the town where we met 
Christine who led us on a walk through the forest.

in summary a good time was had by all and we all enjoyed 
the fellowship and environment of Margaret River. Particular 
thanks go to Christine for her welcome and willingness and 
generosity in sharing with us her experience and knowledge 
of the region.

Approximately 50 birds were seen over the weekend.

Regrettably, this will be the last newsletter and there will be 
no further MBO excursions. Happy Twittering.

Errol Harwood

Regional Groups: Myalup, ctd

(above) White-breasted Robin feeding in nest at “Swallow’s 
Welcome”, Margaret River.

(below) White-browed Scrubwren, Margaret River. Photos by 
Alfred Lau

Tweets by Gary Tate.
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Excursion reports
LESMURDiE FALLS, 21 JULY

Despite the very wet, stormy weather that had been 
predicted (an estimated 25-30 mm of rainfall for the 
morning) there were 13 brave people that came along to 
the walk at Lesmurdie Falls. This turned out to be a lucky 
number 13 as we had a good morning of birding as the rain 
held off until the end of morning tea. Lesmurdie Falls is 
located on the western edge of the Darling Scarp and the 
50 m high falls are formed by Lesmurdie Brook. The water 
level was very high on this particular visit as there had been 
so much recent rain.

A mixed flock of Carnaby’s and Baudin’s Black-Cockatoos 
flew overhead just as we were gathering in the car park 
prior to the start of the walk. We set off by walking to the 
falls’ viewing platform and taking in the beautiful sights of 
the valley and views of the city. Red-capped Parrots and 
Australian Ringnecks were in abundance. There were also 
large numbers of White-cheeked Honeyeaters feeding in 
small groups. A few New Holland Honeyeaters were also 
seen but they were far outnumbered by the White-cheeked.

We then headed along one of the many walking trails that 
took us in a clockwise direction north of the brook. The 
habitat at the higher altitudes of this area consists of low, 
dense bush, perfect for Southern Emu-wrens. We came to 
a point where very quiet, high pitched emu-wren contact 
calls were heard from the bush alongside the path. We 
waited very quietly for a few minutes and sure enough, a 
family group of emu-wrens was seen darting here and there 
through the dense bush, low to the ground. The distinctive 
call of the male was heard several times and he also was 
spotted coming up to the top of the bush for a few seconds 
to have a look, then he was gone again.

We continued along the track back down across the brook 
and towards the car park. A Western Spinebill and a Fan-
tailed Cuckoo were spotted just before the bird count. in all, 
26 species were sighted, the highlight for everyone being the 
very welcome appearance of the Southern Emu-wrens.

Caroline Mynott

BAiGUP WETLANDS, BAYSWATER, 
9 AUGUST

There had been rain during the night, but in the morning the 
weather was clear, and 14 birders braved the rain and met 
at the Garratt Road boat sheds. The river had risen earlier 
in the week but had partly receded by this time. We set off 
on our walk along the river path which passes through the 
wetlands and we were soon able to find a Little Grassbird 
and Australian Reed-Warblers, while some lucky birders had 
a brief glimpse of a Spotless Crake.

Where the casuarina trees are infested with mistletoe we 
all had excellent sightings of Mistletoebirds and Variegated 
Fairy-wrens, and a Rufous Whistler was also seen here. This 
is a good spot for birding, but some of the small paths were 
flooded on this day, so we continued along the main path.

Returning via the track that passes on the far side of the 
wetlands next to the houses, we saw a Brown Goshawk, 
but many of the waterbirds usually seen here had dispersed 

because of the good rains and general flooding. The weather 
closed in as we returned to the car park, so we made our 
bird count quickly and departed. Our bird count for the day 
was 54, a good figure especially on such a cold, wet day.

Sandra West

WAMBYN NATURE RESERVE, 
11 AUGUST

it was a beautiful, clear and still day for the excursion 
at Wambyn Nature Reserve where we saw 44 species of 
predominantly bushbirds. The four species of cuckoos calling 
at the reserve were Shining Bronze-Cuckoo, Horsfield’s 
Bronze-Cuckoo, Fan-tailed Cuckoo and Pallid Cuckoo; only 
the latter two were seen. Brown-headed Honeyeaters (see 
photo, p64) and Yellow-plumed Honeyeaters were abundant 
all around the reserve and we saw the White-browed 
Babblers in their usual spot. Varied Sittellas were seen 
several times while a Pied Butcherbird was glimpsed by one 
lucky observer.

After lunch we went to the Wandoo National Park for a short 
walk and added five more species, taking the day’s total 
species to 49. The extra species recorded were Carnaby’s 
Black-Cockatoo, Red-capped Parrot, Western Spinebill, 
Singing Honeyeater and Grey Butcherbird.

Robyn Pickering

QUEENS PARK REGiONAL OPEN 
SPACE, 19 AUGUST

A sunny morning with a forecast top of 24oC saw 24 
members and seven visitors spot 48 bird species.

The walk started in spectacular fashion for the early arrivals 
with a Peregrine Falcon carrying breakfast flying over the 
parking area. A Brown Goshawk was the other raptor seen 
on the walk. (see photo, p63)

Brown Honeyeaters were the most vocal, but other birds 
could be heard when the browns stopped for breath. it was 
commented that the constant chatter of so many birds at 
once required great concentration to pick out the individual 
species. At no time were the trees silent. 

One flowering tree, a Banksia ilicifolia, was particularly 
attractive to the honeyeaters. At this tree, six species could 
be seen at the same time, which allowed observers to note 
the differences between the two wattlebirds.

Due to high water levels around Perth, the total number of 
individual waterbirds was low. However, five duck species 
were seen, with a Pacific Black Duck escorting a recently 
hatched brood of ducklings. A Magpie-lark was seen to be 
collecting mud from the edges of a puddle with which to 
build its nest.

Special thanks must go to Kade from the Friends of Queens 
Park Bushland who supplied homemade brownies and 
cheesecake for morning tea.

Sian Mawson
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JOHN FORREST NATiONAL PARK, 
25 AUGUST

There was a chill in the air—around 8 degrees C—as the 
first of 22 people who attended this walk arrived at the car 
park. High in the trees where the early morning sun was 
touching the leaves, Striated Pardalotes could be heard 
calling. At ground level a pair of Australian Wood Duck with 
ten recently hatched young was keeping a close eye on the 
photographers. The good rains over winter had all the creeks 
flowing and their noise obscured the calls of some of the 
smaller and quieter species. However, in an almost autumn 
like manner the group had periods when almost nothing was 
recorded followed by a burst of species at some point along 
the track. The first of these groups of species included Inland 
Thornbill, Western Gerygone, Spotted Pardalote and White-
browed Scrubwren. A lucky few also saw White-breasted 
Robin here.

in this manner we moved along the tracks, meeting a 
number of walkers going in the opposite direction. All three 
black-cockatoos were seen as well as Brown Goshawk and 
Collared Sparrowhawk. A Shining Bronze-Cuckoo proved 
elusive. As we approached the car park for morning tea, 
a Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike was seen high up on a dead 
branch which brought the morning’s total to 44 species.

Peter Sandilands

CRAiGiE BUSHLAND PHOTOGROUP, 
25 AUGUST

Four birdwatchers braved the cold and early start to Craigie 
Bushland, then Pinnaroo Memorial Park. The heated outdoor 
pool at Craigie Leisure Centre was creating its own fog, 
and our breath was misting in the cold air, but we were 
undeterred.

The highlight of the morning, almost first thing, was finding 
six Varied Sittellas busily feeding in the sun and oblivious to 
us. it was hard to tear ourselves away, but we pressed on to 
see many wildflowers, including donkey orchids, Hibbertia, 
Running Postman, wattle and myrtle. There are lots of old 
tree hollows in the bushland and we saw several beehives 
in some (one was enormous!) and avian competition for 
the hollows was in full swing, with some corellas defending 
against Rainbow Lorikeet squatters. We inadvertently flushed 
a Brown Goshawk, saw a pair of Australian Shelduck perched 
up a dead tree and also saw Striated Pardalote, Western 
Gerygone, honeyeaters and other species.

As the City of Joondalup was spraying the area for weeds we 
decided to avoid the smell and inconvenience and proceed 
to Pinnaroo Memorial Park across the road. Some Red-
tailed Black-Cockatoos came in for a feed, and the park was 
beautiful with its lawn, lakes, trees and wildflowers. Not too 
many species were seen, but visibility was good and we were 
happy to see a pair of Eurasian Coot (possibly nesting in the 
reeds on the lake), an Australasian Grebe, shelducks and 
Australian Wood Duck. it was an enjoyable morning, with 
south-of-the-river members saying they had no idea this was 
here.

Diane Court

STAR SWAMP, 6 SEPTEMBER

With eighteen participants on a coolish morning we managed 
to record 35 species—the best count for Star Swamp 
excursions to date. The highlights for some were a Brown 
Quail, for some time fully exposed on the path and for 
another group a Little Eagle circulating at height. Cuckoos, 
honeyeaters, pardalotes, cockatoos, parrots, shrikes, 
whistlers, Brown Goshawk, and wetland birds all added to 
the numbers.

Some volunteers doing research on Quendas (Southern 
Brown Bandicoot) were able to show us one animal for 
tagging in a bag. A lovely group who respectively stayed 
behind the leader—no pushy photographers.

Michael J Hancock

WEARNE ROAD, NORTH 
BANNiSTER, 8 SEPTEMBER

The Wearne Road excursion was held on a cool day that 
threatened rain but we managed to keep dry! Nine members 
attended and together we saw a total for the day of 38 bird 
species.

Highlights were Western Rosella, Elegant Parrot, Western 
Yellow Robin, Restless Flycatcher, Rufous Tree-creeper, Blue-
breasted Fairy-wren, Yellow-plumed Honeyeater and White-
browed Babbler. A Wedge-tailed Eagle circled overhead 
throughout most of the excursion and was the only raptor 
we saw. A White-backed Swallow was seen by at least two 
sharp- eyed people and this seems likely to be the first 
record of that species on a BirdLife excursion at this location.

Robyn Pickering

ViCTORiA RESERVOiR, CANNiNG 
MiLLS, 15 SEPTEMBER

Spring in the hills had definitely started even though there 
was a very cold wind blowing. Wildflowers were everywhere 
and as we walked in from the first car park we saw New 
Holland, Singing and Brown Honeyeaters, Western and 
Red Wattlebirds and excellent views of Western Spinebill. 
Red-capped Parrots were common, Australian Ringneck 
and Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo were heard and Galahs 
investigating nesting hollows. Weebill, Yellow-rumped, inland 
and Western Thornbills, White-browed Scrubwren, Western 
Gerygone, Golden Whistler and Grey Shrike-thrush were 
seen. Some lucky people saw a Scarlet Robin and Varied 
Sittellas. The reservoir only had Pacific Black Duck and Great 
Crested Grebe on the water and we had excellent views of 
Square-tailed Kite. Down at the picnic area we saw White-
breasted Robin and as we stood quietly, three Red-winged 
Fairy-wrens, two males in full breeding plumage, bounced 
around on the grass and came quite close, to the delight 
of the photographers! The Western Rosella was quiet and 
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eventually we had a good view of a Red-eared Firetail being 
chased off by a New Holland Honeyeater. Other raptors seen 
were Wedge-tailed Eagle, Little Eagle and Nankeen Kestrel. 
There were 25 pairs of sharp eyes and 46 species seen.

Sue Abbotts

REMLAP STATiON CAMPOUT, 
22-24 SEPTEMBER

Seventeen members of BirdLife Western Australia attended 
the Queen’s Birthday Weekend campout at Remlap Station in 
the northern wheatbelt. Remlap Station has been destocked 
since the early 2000s and now is beautiful woodland of 
eucalypts, acacias and cypress with an understory of shrubs 
and flowering ephemerals. In addition to the extensive 
carpets of everlastings, we had a look at the strange 
succulent plant, Dunna Dunna (Lawrencia helmsii).

The group enjoyed a mix of windy but clear conditions on 
Saturday, but near-perfect birding conditions on Sunday and 
Monday morning, which resulted in the observation of 73 
species over the campout.

Allan Warburton won the prize for the closest guess for the 
weekend’s total.

Prize sightings over the weekend were of two Scarlet-chested 
Parrots, several flocks of Regent Parrots, Budgerigars, Red-
tailed Black-Cockatoos and Cockatiels, a close-up view of a 
day-roosting Southern Boobook and Splendid and White-
winged Fairy-wrens in breeding plumage.

Special thanks go to Andrew and Jill Hobbs for organising 
the campout and John and Marilyn Dunn for access to their 
station lands and an informative evening talk on the history 
of the station.

David T Bell

NORTH LAKE, 22 
SEPTEMBER

Thirteen members visited North Lake 
on a glorious spring day! We saw a 
total of 60 species which included four 
raptors: Australian Hobby, Osprey, 
Swamp Harrier and Brown Goshawk. 
Other birds of interest were good 
views of Shining Bronze-Cuckoo and 
Fan-tailed Cuckoo, while a Horsfield’s 
Bronze-Cuckoo was only heard.

There were a number of ducklings 
and cygnets with their parents and 
a Laughing Kookaburra, Rainbow 
Lorikeet and Striated Pardalote were 
all seen exiting tree hollows.

Robyn Pickering

PiESSE BROOK RESERVE, 
KALAMUNDA, 29 SEPTEMBER

On a very wet morning, a few brave souls joined me for this 
walk. This year the excursion was held approximately ten 
weeks later than in previous years, hoping for more pleasant 
weather—not to be. However, we set off as far as Rocky Pool 
and although cloudy the rain held off till we returned.

Several pairs of young eyes and ears were a great 
advantage, and we saw 25 species. Having missed 
camouflage lessons, a Tawny Frogmouth, not at all tawny but 
quite grey, sat on a small branch up against a very brown 
tree trunk. Variegated Fairy-wren was quite obliging as was 
a White-breasted Robin. Most cameras were left in cars for 
protection from the rain, but phones were used for various 
flowers, particularly a large white spider orchid. Bird call was 
under the shelter of the boot-door of a car, and all 13 of us 
dispersed to get warm and dry, and perhaps watch a football 
match of note.

Stella Stewart-Wynne

FORRESTDALE LAKE, 14 OCTOBER

Fourteen hardy souls came to a blustery, wet and windy start 
at Forrestdale Lake, but luckily the weather improved as the 
day progressed. Viewing from the platform, we observed 
Black Swan and cygnets, Whiskered Tern, White-necked 
Heron and Glossy ibis. The 600 mm depth of the lake was 
the deepest in years, with most of the Typha in the water, 
and therefore a lot of waterbirds hidden from view.

Then, from the Broome Street Primary School, we walked 
the banksia woodland trail to the viewing point overlooking 
the lake from the east side. Highlights along the trail were 
White-winged Triller, Brown Quail, Pallid Cuckoo, Fan-tailed 
Cuckoo and Shining Bronze-Cuckoo. To everyone’s delight, 
the Pallid Cuckoo sat on a post in the adjacent paddock, 
providing a good view for the photographers present. Also 

along the trail a male Splendid Fairy-
wren was photographed by several 
people.

After morning tea and bird-call in 
the shelter of the school verandah, 
some of us went on to Stirling Road 
Swamp. Looking over the fence of 
this privately owned wetland, some 
highlights were Black Swan and 
cygnets, Hardhead, White-necked 
Heron and Nankeen Kestrel. Although 
rather quiet today, this swamp usually 
presents some interesting sightings. 
Finally, as reliable as ever, Yellow-
throated Miners in the adjacent golf 
course, displayed themselves in 
flowering bottlebrush and were much 
photographed.

A total of 47 species were seen within 
the Lake Forrestdale Nature Reserve, 
of which 13 were waterbirds.

David James
Yellow-throated Miner, Forrestdale. Photo by 
Caroline Mynott (see also p64)
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COLLiNS ROAD, 
20 OCTOBER

The morning started well for the 18 
birders with Rufous Treecreepers 
calling, a Wedge-tailed Eagle, Little 
Eagle and an obliging Fan-tailed 
Cuckoo seen and that was before 
the start of the walk. However, the 
birding did not continue in this vein 
and it was very quiet with no fairy-
wrens seen at all. it may have been 
the Brown Falcon seen on the ground 
(and then flying off) or the Brown 
Goshawk seen a number of times but 
very few birds were calling.

The most common bird was Yellow-
plumed Honeyeater. Other birds of 
note were a Sacred Kingfisher, White-browed Babbler, Black-
faced Cuckoo-shrike, Western Whistler, Grey Shrike-thrush, 
Dusky Woodswallow and two nesting Restless Flycatchers. i 
flushed a Painted Button-quail at the end.

A total of 27 species was seen.

Sue Abbotts

LAKE CLAREMONT, SWANBOURNE, 
25 OCTOBER

it was a great day, warm with blue skies, when a group 
of 21 members and visitors met in the car park. The first 
stop was in the small lookout on the east side. Soon after 
getting there, an Australian Little Bittern flew in and stood at 
the edge of a reed bed giving everyone excellent views for 
ten minutes, before it sidled off into the denser reeds. It is 
rarely seen in the south-west of WA (there have only been 
a handful of sightings of Little Bittern reported in Birdata in 
the south-west in the last five years) and as a result, it was 
unanimously considered the highlight of the walk.

The water was very high after good winter and spring rains 
leaving little in the way of mud flats. As a consequence, 
there was a paucity of waders, with only Pied Stilt being 
seen. Also other birds commonly present such as herons, 
egrets and spoonbills were absent. in addition, the number 
of waterbirds was diminished compared to usual.

There was a number of waterbirds with young. Of particular 
interest was a pair of Hardhead with six ducklings (rarely 
seen) and a Purple Swamphen feeding a very young 
offspring with pieces of flesh torn from the remains of a 
turtle. Only a few bushbirds were seen but we still ended 
with an overall total of 48 species for the morning.

The walk finished with morning tea in the welcome shade 
of a large tree. Thanks to Kerry Cowie for a good job in 
organising and taking the walk.

Andrew Hobbs

WHiTEMAN PARK, 
27 OCTOBER

Lovely, mild spring weather made the 
2.5 km circular walk around Horse 
Swamp very pleasant. There was still 
a moderate amount of water in the 
seasonal swamp, which proved to 
be good for a variety of waterbirds. 
Highlights of the day were the 
presence of 14 Freckled Ducks and 
eight White-necked Heron.

Breeding records were high with Grey 
Fantail, Pacific Black Duck, Australian 
Shelduck, Pied Stilt and Eurasian 
Coot on nests or with young. Plenty 
of Splendid Fairy-wren activity. it 
was also good to see some of the 
Perth summer visitors such as Sacred 

Kingfisher and Rainbow Bee-Eater. White-winged Triller was 
seen during the ‘recce’ but unfortunately not on the day. 
Even though the bushbirds weren’t that plentiful, the final 
tally was a respectable 60 species, including five raptor 
species.

This area has not been visited, as a group, by BirdLife WA 
for a number of years and many of the 26 participants 
commented that it was a new and interesting birding site for 
them.

Shelley Altman

 Discover Albany’s birds, 
beaches, walks and wildflowers.

3 brm olde worlde s/c 
holiday accom situated 

on the banks of Oyster Harbour, 
on the outskirts of Albany. 
Just like Grandma’s place!

Close to King & Kalgan Rivers, 
amazing beaches, national parks, 

walks & wildflowers. 
 Free WiFi and starter b/fast included.

www.homeaway.com.au/9148040
 Ph 0448 835 774

A Bird Lovers’ Paradise.

Yellow Chat, Broome. Photo by Flock Wildlife 
(see report, p55)
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Hats, caps, poloshirts and jackets
BirdLife Western Australia purchases its shirts and hats from Embroidery House in Kalamunda. You can also purchase 
these products and a percentage will be donated to BirdLife Western Australia. Click http://www.embroideryhouse.com.
au/fundraising_webstore.html to see the list of available products. The items will be delivered to the BirdLife Western 
Australia office unless you pay extra to be sent directly to you.

Books

BirdLife Western Australia sells a small range of field guides 
and other items at midway between wholesale and retail prices.

Two new books are now in stock:

 * Michael Morcombe’s WA Pocket Guide @ $24

* Suburban Raptors by Pete Burgess @ $50.

Pins/Badges
We have produced four lapel badges to promote some of the birds of 
Western Australia. So choose a badge to jazz up your hat or your 
lapel and show your support for the birds of Australia.

Each badge costs $5. Postage and packaging is extra..

Many of our BirdLife Western Australia initiatives are dependent on our fundraising efforts, so please check out 
our range of greeting cards and lapel badges. We also sell field guides and other books and items.

Download the order form  http://birdlife.org.au/images/uploads/branches/documents/WA-Sales-Order-Form-2017.pdf, and 
post or email it to our office wa@birdlife.org.au.

All sales can be cash/cheque, EFTPOS or FTP (Direct Deposit details—BSB: 036063 A/C No: 348770 Reference: item, eg, 
“Cards” plus your surname).

Our office in Perth is staffed by volunteers from 09:30 to 12:30 Monday to Friday. The telephone number is (08) 9383 7749 
and our email is wa@birdlife.org.au.

Cards
Cards cost $1 each including an envelope (postage and packaging extra), are blank inside except for Christmas and New 
Year cards.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BirdLife WA   SALES
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BROOME BiRD OBSERVATORY

The past few months have been busy at the 
BBO with many nights filled to capacity in the 
campground and other accommodations. We 
have welcomed day visitors from all states and 
territories of Australia, and places as far flung 
as the US, Europe, ireland, Asia, the UK, East 
Timor and South America. One of the many 
values of the observatory is in spreading the very 
inspirational story of the shorebird migration and 
the importance of their stop over feeding grounds of the 
Yellow Sea. There are countless people who visit without any 
prior knowledge of the epic journey these birds undertake 
and who leave with a newfound respect that, hopefully, they 
will take home and share.

Also keeping the observatory busy has been the special 
events celebrating the BBO’s 30-year anniversary. The 
combined Shorebird / 30-year Birthday Party was held at 
the observatory with special guests, Dr Clive Minton (from 
the original AWSG expedition) and Gail Wells (nee Hooper) 
and Brice Wells (first wardens) offering tales from the early 
years. Clive’s slideshow shared entertaining photos of the 
BBO evolution from the 80s and 90s. Around 100 guests 
enjoyed live music, various stalls from local groups, a 
BBQ and a stunning 30th Birthday Cake (thank you, Helen 
Macarthur!).

Anniversary celebrations continued with BirdLife Australia’s 
Congress and Campout. The two-day Congress was held at 
the Mangrove Hotel, Broome and filled with a wide variety 
of talks that held the common themes of birds and Roebuck 
Bay. This was followed by two days at the observatory where 
58 participants car pooled into convoys and were guided by 
staff to birding hotspots and natural highlights of the bay 
and Roebuck Plains. Feedback received on this event was 
very positive with attendees and staff enjoying both aspects 
of the event.

The last two courses of our busy birder season 
were held in September and October. Over 
six days the ‘Birds of the Broome Region’ was 
delivered to novices and experienced birders 
alike. With a common interest in birds and 
the abundant delicious food provided, these 
courses facilitate a great sense of camaraderie 
and knowledge sharing. Highlights included 
taking meals at the shadehouse while watching 

Torresian Crows nip the tails of drinking Agile Wallabies in 
order to dominate the bird baths; witnessing a Saltwater 
Crocodile swim along the shoreline of Roebuck Bay whilst 
shorebirding; finding Asian Dowitchers, Common Redshanks 
and Little Curlews among the roosting shorebirds and getting 
good views of Yellow Chats, Australian Bustards and a Black-
breasted Buzzard on the neighbouring Roebuck Plains.

For the first time in many years, the BBO hosted a 
photography course, which was led by three brilliant 
photographers from Flock Wildlife. This added an extra 
challenge for the BBO guides who needed to not only locate 
the birds but in the right light, with the right backdrop and 
from the right angle. The photographs featured in this article 
were taken during the course and may give some indication 
of its success.

As we near the end of the busy people season and the bay 
continues to fill with shorebirds returning from migration, 
the BBO would like to thank all the volunteers that have 
contributed to another successful season. Many locals offer 
their time and special skills at the observatory, the series of 
camp hosts ensure the observatory is neat and tidy while the 
Wardens and seasonal Assistant Wardens strive to facilitate 
exceptional guest experiences. THANK YOU.

Stacey Mole, Assistant Warden

(above) Whistling Kite and (above right) Shorebirds, Broome. Photos by Flock Wildlife (see also p53)
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it has been a real joy spending three months at Eyre 
Bird Observatory as volunteer caretakers. Spring, 
as usual, has thrown up changeable weather, many 
flowering plants and an assortment of sightings from 
the variable environments that surround Eyre.

August was relatively wet with 15 days of rain 
providing over 50 mm. Great for the water tanks 
but slowed the bird count. Mixed with these days were some 
glorious winter days often in the mid to late 20s with light 
winds. September warmed up with a run of four days in the 
30s but a -4.6 and -3.6 that froze the top layer of the bird 
baths. October has so far been consistently in the low 20s 
with above average rainfall. The tanks are full.

The baths around the observatory have provided a steady 
stream of sightings. The Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos thrill the 
visitors and regulars alike with the largest flock numbering 
36 birds. At time of writing, we may have our first Major 
Mitchell’s breeding event in an old tree hollow placed 
on a pole in 2014 by Keith Lightbody. Australian Owlet 
Nightjars used it in 2015 but, as 
yet, no Major Mitchell’s. What 
looks like a female has become a 
permanent resident occasionally 
poking her head out when hearing 
a noise. Yesterday we watched a 
changeover.

Many honeyeaters such as New 
Holland, Brown, Brown-headed 
and White-eared are regular 
visitors. Less regular have been 
White-fronted and Purple-gaped 
Honeyeaters. The banding team 
was here in late September with 
researchers from ANU studying 
the impact of climate change on 
the morphology of certain species, 
mainly honeyeaters. Appropriately, 
it was during the run of hot weather 
and they banded over 200 birds on 
one day and well into the 100s on 
others. The majority of these birds 
were New Holland Honeyeaters 
and Silvereyes but included many other species. Other 
visitors include Grey Shrike-thrush, Australian Raven, Grey 
Currawong, Grey Fantail, Brush Bronzewing and White-
winged Triller. Brown Falcon and Collared Sparrowhawk have 
taken advantage of the baths on numerous occasions and 
recently a guest photographed a Little Button-quail near 
the southern bath. As one guest commented, “it seems like 
cheating; it is too easy”.

On the many walks around Eyre, sightings require 
more patience but can be rewarding. inland Thornbill, 
Blue-breasted Fairy-wren, White-browed Scrubwren, 
White-browed Babbler, Weebill, Golden Whistler, Dusky 
Woodswallow, Emu and chicks, Spotted and Striated 
Pardalotes, Pied and Grey Butcherbirds and, more recently, 
Rainbow Bee-eater. Both Horsfield’s Bronze and Fan-tailed 
Cuckoos have been seen near the Observatory over the last 
three months.

Trips to Cocklebiddy and Burnabbie are always exciting with 
something new each time. The North Track is a beautiful 
drive and has provided a number of Emus, including one 

male with eight chicks. it is remarkable how the 
landscape is coming back after the fire almost 
two years ago. Burnabbie is well treed leading to 
bluebush at the base of the escarpment. White-
winged Fairy-wren, Rainbow Bee-eater and many 
others including honeyeaters already mentioned 
are often in abundance with the mallee in flower. 
Flocks of Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike and a Pallid 

Cuckoo have been seen over the last month. The Pannikin 
Plain behind Cocklebiddy is grassland, bluebush and stands 
of mallee with caves and dolines. There have been many 
Wedge-tailed Eagles, Nankeen Kestrels and fewer Brown 
Falcons and Brown Goshawks cruising the grasslands 
along with Australian Bustards, Black-eared Cuckoos and 
Banded and Masked Lapwings. The dolines provide a haven 
for smaller birds. Red-capped Robin, pardalotes, Weebill, 
Welcome Swallow and Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater have 
been regular visitors. Ground Cuckoo-shrike, Mulga Parrot, 
Australian Ringneck, Australasian Pipit and Red-backed 
Kingfisher have all been seen while dodging kangaroos. 

Crystal Ponds has provided 
numerous waders in less than ideal 
conditions. Toughing it out have 
been Pied (Black-winged) Stilt, 
Red-necked Stint, Sharp-tailed 
Sandpiper and Crested Pigeon.

The trip along Kanidal Beach to 
Twilight Cove is a classic. Besides 
the birds, we have seen seals, 
dolphins and the mighty Southern 
Right Whales with their calves. 
Red-capped Plovers have been our 
constant companions and recently 
their runners have provided lots 
of enjoyment as their parents try 
to distract us with their ‘broken 
wing’ performances. Australian Pied 
Oystercatcher chicks have also been 
a feature of recent trips. There have 
not been large numbers, with flocks 
of over 30 Crested Terns, Sooty and 
Australian Pied Oystercatcher and 
Pied Cormorants at Waders Beach, 

30 Sharp-tailed Sandpipers at Nine Mile and over 50 Silver 
Gulls also at Nine Mile, being fairly recent arrivals. 

Besides these there have been Banded and Pied Stilts, 
Curlew Sandpiper, Sanderling, increasing numbers of Red-
necked Stints, Red-kneed Dotterel, Ruddy Turnstone, White-
bellied Sea-Eagle, Osprey, Pied and Great Cormorants, 
White-faced Heron, Whiskered, Caspian, Crested and Gull-
billed Terns. A group of four Grey Teal have been residents 
for a number of months along with Pacific and Silver Gulls. 
More unusual sightings include a Hooded and Oriental 
Plovers.

Eyre is such a diverse landscape that in three months you 
get teased about how much more there is to see. it has been 
a pleasure to spend time here, coming to grips with this 
great achievement by dedicated people in saving the building 
from the fate of similar telegraph stations and establishing 
a working bird observatory. With bird week next week we’re 
sure our guests will enjoy this special place.

Andrew and Sharon Morgan

Oriental Plover, Eyre. Photo by Andrew Morgan (see 
also p37)
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Saturday 1 December: Herdsman 
Lake, Stirling 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park of the 
Perth Pony Club. To reach the car park, 
drive along Jon Sanders Drive from 
Perth and turn left just before you reach 
Selby Street. This is one of the waterbird 
refuges that never dry up. Herdsman 
Lake is located within the Northern Swan 
Coastal Plain important Bird Area for 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. Bring your 
telescope if you have one.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Claire Gerrish

Friday 6 December: Peel-Mandurah 
Group Sundowner

Contact Bob Paterson peelbirds1@tpg.
com.au for details.

Saturday 8 December: Walyunga 
National Park, Swan 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park at the 
end of Walyunga Road (off Great Northern 
Highway, Upper Swan, near Bungara 
Pool). Be prepared to pay an entrance fee 
into the park. The national park lies along 
the Darling Scarp. The Avon River bounds 
one part of the planned walk, which 
includes good areas of Wandoo, so we 
should see an excellent variety of birds. 
This walk finishes at about lunch time so 
bring lunch if you wish.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Clive Nealon

Sunday 9 December: End of Year BBQ 
/ Picnic Lunch 
Variety Pavilion, Saw Avenue, Kings 
Park

BirdLife WA bird walk followed by picnic/
BBQ lunch between 12.00-2:00 pm.

Members and their families are invited 
to attend the annual end-of-year get 
together at Kings Park this year. We have 
over 1200 members in WA!

There will be a bird walk for those 
interested, starting at 10 am, from the 
Variety Pavilion.
it will be a BYO event so please bring 
chairs, food, drinks, and especially, good 
cheer.
Parking is nearby—see page 39 for map of 
the area.

Sunday 9 December: Woodman Point 
Photogroup half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park at 
Woodman Point in Jervoise Bay. Turn right 
off Cockburn Road, into O’Kane Court, 
then left into Jervoise Bay Cove and right 
into Woodman Point Road. Drive to the 
end of the road and take the last left into 
the car park. Expect to photograph a 
variety of shorebirds and possibly some 
raptors and coastal bushbirds.

Members and guest only.
Leaders: Sandra and Ian Wallace

Tuesday 11 December: Albany Group 
excursion

See p45 for more details.

You can also check the Albany Bird 
Group’s website http://sites.google.com/
site/albanybirds/Home

and its Facebook page. Excursion leader 
will be Anne Bondin (albanybirds@
hotmail.com).

Sunday 16 December: Lake 
Claremont, Swanbourne 
Two-hour excursion

Meet at 7:30 am at the Lake Claremont 
Golf Club car park off Davies Road, 
Claremont. We will look for waterbirds and 
bushbirds around this pleasant suburban 
lake.
For members and the general public.

Leader: David Free

Tuesday 18 December: Clarkson 
Reserve, Maylands 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park on the 
east side of the tennis courts off Clarkson 

Road. Travelling away from the city on 
Guildford Road, turn right into Peninsula 
Road and follow this until you reach a 
T-junction with Clarkson Road. Turn left 
at the T-junction and travel about 200 m 
along Clarkson Road towards the tennis 
courts, and turn right to reach the parking 
area. Buff-banded Rail has been seen 
here and it should be quite a pleasant 
walk along the river.

For members and the general public.

Leaders: Jennifer Sumpton and 
Lynley Davey

Sunday 30 December: Lake McLarty, 
Murray 
Full day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am at the gate into Lake 
McLarty Reserve. Travel on Forrest 
Highway past Pinjarra Road, turning 
right into Mills Road and continue for 
approximately 3.7 km until you see the 
reserve entrance gate on the right. Take 
your lunch, sun hat, insect repellent, 
water and telescopes. Wear rubber boots 
or old shoes as it will be muddy.

Lake McLarty is a KBA site for migratory 
waders so there should be a variety of 
waders at the lake, as well as many 
waterbirds and bushbirds. Over 140 
bird species have been recorded in this 
reserve. Note: this excursion may be 
moved to an alternative venue if water 
levels are unsuitable.

For members and guests only.
Leader: Sue Abbotts

Wednesday 2 January 2019: 
Waterford Foreshore, Salter Point 
Half-day excursion

Meet at the Curtin University Boat Shed 
at 7:30 am. To reach the parking area 
travel along Manning Road and turn into 
Elderfield Road which is on the western 
side of the Trinity College playing fields. 
Proceed to the end of this street and the 
parking area is on the right-hand side. We 
will walk along the river front for about 2 
km and return via a nearby park.

Bring morning tea because, if time 
permits, we will move to Salter Point 
where further species may be seen.

Coming events
important note re campouts

Members anticipating attending campouts must notify the BirdLife WA Office (9383 7749) of the number in their party and when 
they will arrive. 

if you are unsure, put your name down as you can always cancel.
An emergency contact number should also be provided in case of accident.

New members
Please let the leaders know that you are a new member and don’t hesitate to ask for assistance with bird sightings.
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Due to the popularity of this walk, it will 
be repeated on the weekend.
For members and the general public.

Leaders: Lorraine and Richard Chyne

Sunday 6 January: Waterford 
Foreshore, Salter Point 
Half-day excursion
Meet at the Curtin University Boat Shed 
at 7:30 am. To reach the parking area 
travel along Manning Road and turn into 
Elderfield Road which is on the western 
side of the Trinity College playing fields. 
Proceed to the end of this street and the 
parking area is on the right-hand side. We 
will walk along the river front for about 2 
km and return via a nearby park.
Bring morning tea because, if time 
permits, we will move to Salter Point 
where further species may be seen.
Due to the popularity of this walk, it is 
being repeated.
For members and the general public.

Leaders: Lorraine and Richard Chyne

Saturday 12 January: Big Carine 
Lake, Carine 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in the car park off Beach 
Road, Carine. Big Carine Lake is part of 
the Northern Swan Coastal Plain KBA 
for Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. Over 90 
species have been recorded at this lake, 
including the three ibis, Buff-banded 
Rail, several species of duck and various 
raptors. Bring your telescope if you have 
one.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Clive Nealon

Thursday 17 January: Baigup 
Wetlands, Bayswater 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am at the car park near the 
rowing club at the end of Milne Street in 
Bayswater. Turn south-east off Guildford 
Road into Milne Street and follow this 
to the end, then turn right into the car 
park. There is a variety of waterbirds and 
bushbirds.
For members and the general public.

Leaders: Penny Lee and Richard Curtis

Thursday 17 January: Bibra Lake, 
Cockburn 
Photogroup half-day excursion

Meet at 7.00 am at the northernmost 
car park off Progress Drive. Bibra Lake 
is part of the Beeliar wetlands chain 

and home to a number of bushbirds and 
shorebirds. Apart from hat and sunscreen 
you will need to wear boots—rubber 
boots to protect against snakes and bring 
a groundsheet to lie or sit upon to take 
low angle images. in previous years, we 
have photographed shy Spotless Crake, 
Pied Stilt, Red-necked Avocet, a variety 
of small waders such as Sharp-tailed 
Sandpiper, Red-capped Plover, dotterel, 
a variety of ducks, swans, White-faced 
Heron, Little and Great Egrets, Australian 
Pelican, spoonbill, Glossy and Australian 
White ibis and Welcome Swallow as 
well as Splendid Fairy-wren, Rufous 
Whistler and Rainbow Bee-eater. Kites, 
Swamp Harrier, Australian Hobby and the 
occasional White-bellied Sea-Eagle can 
also be seen.

For members and guests only.

Leaders:	Geoff	and	Sandra	West

Saturday 19 January: Lake Richmond, 
Rockingham 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am on Safety Bay Road, 
Rockingham, opposite the Naragebup 
Environmental Centre on the western 
side of Lake Richmond. The walk around 
the lake will take 2 to 3 hours. One 
hundred and twenty-five species have 
been recorded at the lake, including 14 
species of raptor seen regularly. Another 
interesting feature of the lake is the 
thrombolites.

There are picnic facilities at the Centre, 
but you need to bring your own lunch.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Chris Van Haeften

Monday 21 January: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Note: Date changed due to the Australia 
Day public holiday on 28 January.

Milly Formby will be talking about her 
Wing Threads project.

Tuesday 22 January: Albany Group 
excursion

See p45 for more details.

You can also check the Albany Bird 
Group’s website http://sites.google.com/
site/albanybirds/Home

and its Facebook page. Excursion leader 
will be Anne Bondin (albanybirds@
hotmail.com).

Saturday 26 January to Monday 
28 January: 
Australia Day campout at Mount 
Barker

Mt Barker is a small country town 50 
km north of Albany. it is central to a 
variety of habitats including Jarrah and 
Karri forest, various woodland areas, 
freshwater lakes and sandplain areas. 
153 species of birds have been recorded 
within 30 km of the town site.
We will be based in the Mt Barker 
campground on the north side of town 
next to Albany Highway. The caravan 
park has powered and unpowered sites 
as well as basic and fully self-contained 
cabins. BirdLife has NOT RESERVED any 
accommodation. interested members can 
book their accommodation by phoning the 
caravan park on 08 9851 1691.

Western Yellow Robin with catch, Margaret River. Photo by Alfred Lau (see Myalup 
report, p48)

Coming events, ctd
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Alternatively, there is a motel opposite 
the campground with views of the 
Porongurups, as well as a variety of other 
accommodation in the town and in the 
Porongurup area.

This is one of the busiest times of the 
year for accommodation in the area so 
it is important that interested members 
book their accommodation as soon as 
possible. Also interested members must 
register with the BirdLife WA office on 
9383 7749.

The campout starts on Friday evening 
with a briefing starting at 6.00 pm. 
Numbers will be limited to 30 members.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Andrew and Jill Hobbs

Sunday 27 January: Canning River 
Regional Park, Wilson 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am at the Kent Street 
Weir car park. The walk follows a 5 km 
circuit along the Canning River, viewing 
a large selection of bush and waterbirds, 
hopefully with sightings of the elusive 
Spotless Crake. Over 110 species have 
been recorded in this area.

For members and guests only.

Leaders: George and Pam Agar

Sunday 3 February: Nambeelup 
Settling Ponds, Nambeelup 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am in the large cleared area 
on the north side of Lakes Road and just 
west of Kwinana Freeway. We will carpool 
from here and travel on to the Nambeelup 
settlement ponds. The site regularly hosts 
a good variety of waterbirds and waders, 
including less common species such as 
Wood Sandpiper, Pectoral Sandpiper and 
Long-toed Stint.

PLEASE NOTE: Due to the nature of this 
site, numbers for this excursion will be 
STRiCTLY LiMiTED TO 20 PEOPLE. if you 
wish to attend, you MUST contact the 
BirdLife WA office on 9383 7749 to put 
your name on the list. if you have a high 
visibility shirt, please wear it.

For members and guests only.

Leaders: Sue Abbotts and Bob Paterson

Monday 4 February: Blackwall Reach, 
Bicton 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am at the junction of Kent 
Street and Blackwall Reach Parade. A 

pleasant walk along the Swan River 
along a bush track which is noted for its 
population of White-cheeked Honeyeaters. 
We will also look for waders along the 
Point Walter Beach.

For members and the general public.

Leaders: Jennifer Sumpton and Lynley 
Davey

Saturday 9 and Sunday 10 February: 
Hooded Plover survey

See Notices, p41 for details.

Sunday 10 February: Peel Inlet, 
Mandurah 
Full-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am north of the Erskine 
Lakes near the end of Southmead 
Green. Coming from Perth go over the 
Mandurah Bypass Bridge, take the first 
left into Sticks Boulevard, the first left 
into Abbotswood Parkway, the first right 
into Pennington Garden and the first 
left into Southmead Green. We will look 
for waterbirds and bushbirds around 
the lakes and estuary. The Peel-Harvey 
Estuary is a Key Biodiversity Area (KBA) 
for migratory waders and Fairy Tern.

The shore at Coodanup may also be 
visited by those wishing to extend the 
excursion after lunch. Bring insect 
repellent, your telescope if you have 
one, and come and learn about waders. 
This excursion will also contribute to the 
annual shorebird count.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Clive Nealon

Sunday 10 February: Lake McLarty, 
Murray 
Photogroup afternoon excursion

Meet at 12:00 midday in the boat 
ramp car park on the Harvey Estuary 
(Collins Pool) which is just west of Lake 
McLarty. Travel on Forrest Highway past 
Pinjarra Road, turning right into Mills Road 
and continue for approximately 4 km. 
Just past Reading Place on the right, it 
becomes Birch Drive which bends to the 
right. Take the next left to the car park. 
After meeting we will follow Birch Drive 
north to the reserve gate. There is an 
unlocked pedestrian gate.

Lake McLarty Nature Reserve is a 219 
ha freshwater lake nature reserve and is 
regarded as one of the best wetlands in 
WA.

its waterbird population has been 
estimated at 20 000 and while it’s 
excellent year round, the best time to 
visit is January to March. See:

https://www.visitpeel.com.au/
accommodation/lake-mclarty-nature-
reserve

Common species include ducks, swans, 
coots, grebes, terns and herons. You’re 
also likely to see sandpipers, dotterels, 
godwits, stilts and plovers. Kites, sea 
eagles and Swamp Harriers also like to 
patrol here!

Take food, water, sun hat and insect 
repellent. TAKE RUBBER BOOTS OR OLD 
SHOES AS iT WiLL BE MUDDY iN SOME 
AREAS. The nearest public toilet is at the 
intersection of Forrest and Lake Clifton 
Rd, just south of the turn off to Mills.

NOTE: if the lake has dried up too much 
or the birds have left, we will instead visit 
birding locations around Mandurah.

For members and guests only.

Leader:  Tony Richards

Tuesday 12 February: Albany Group 
excursion

See p45 for more details.

You can also check the Albany Bird 
Group’s website http://sites.google.com/
site/albanybirds/Home

and its Facebook page. Excursion leader 
will be Anne Bondin (albanybirds@
hotmail.com).

Australian Pied Oystercatcher and chick 
with worm, South Perth. Photo by Gary 
Tate (see report, p29)

Coming events, ctd
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Saturday 16 February: Kogolup Lake, 
Cockburn 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park on 
Branch Circus. Take the Beeliar Drive 
exit off Kwinana Freeway and head 
west, turning left into Hammond Road 
and then right into Branch Circus. Travel 
along Branch Circus for about 1 km until 
you see a limestone parking area on the 
right. There should be a good variety of 
bushbirds and waterbirds. All three crake 
species are usually seen each summer in 
this wetland.

Please bring your ‘scopes and rubber 
boots as it will be muddy.

For members and the general public.
Leader: Robyn Pickering

Saturday 23 February: Woodman 
Point, Cockburn 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:00 am in the car park at 
Woodman Point on Jervoise Bay. Turn 
right off Cockburn Road, into O’Kane 
Court, then left into Jervoise Bay Cove, 
and almost immediately right into 
Woodman Point Road. Drive to the end of 
the road and take the last left to the car 
park.

We will walk along the beach to Woodman 
Spit, and back along the other side to 
Cockburn Cement Jetty to look for waders 
and seabirds. After morning tea, we will 
move to a nearby location to look for 
bushbirds in the Woodman Point Regional 
Park where there are some large old Tuart 
trees. Over 100 bird species have been 
recorded here. Bring your telescopes.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Gavin White

Monday 25 February: Bold Park 
Eco Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm 
Annual general meeting

Bob Green from Avian Monitoring Services 
in South Australia will talking about 
wetland restoration success in South 
Australia.
The AGM will precede the guest speaker.

Sunday 3 March: Lake Gwelup, 
Stirling 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park at the 
corner of Stoneman Street and Huntriss 
Road, north of Karrinyup Road. We should 
see waterbirds and bushbirds, and raptors 

are often seen here. Lake Gwelup is 
within the Northern Swan Coastal Key 
Biodiversity Area (KBA) for Carnaby’s 
Black-Cockatoo.

For members and the general public.
 Leader: Peter White

Saturday 9 March: Wellard Wetlands, 
Baldivis 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am at the entrance to 
Wellard Wetlands on the northern side of 
Bertenshaw Road, 1 km from St Albans 
Road. Coming from Perth, turn left off 
Kwinana Freeway into Mundijong Road, 
then right into St Albans Road and right 
into Bertenshaw Road. There should be 
plenty of bushbirds and waterbirds here, 
as well as several species of raptors.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Charles Merriam

Tuesday 12 March: Albany Group 
excursion

See p45 for more details.

You can also check the Albany Bird 
Group’s website http://sites.google.com/
site/albanybirds/Home

and its Facebook page. Excursion leader 
will be Anne Bondin (albanybirds@
hotmail.com).

Sunday 17 March: Garvey Park, Ascot 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park, next 
to the rowing club, at the western end 

of Fauntleroy Avenue, off Great Eastern 
Highway. This area has a good variety 
of waterbirds and bushbirds. Species 
recorded here have included Buff-banded 
Rail, Spotless Crake and Mistletoebird.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 17 March: Photogroup 
activity, Leschenault Estuary, 
Bunbury 
Full-day excursion

Meet at 8.00am at Belvidere Campground. 
Turn west off Forrest Highway onto 
Buffalo Road and travel 6.8 km to the 
camp ground. You may choose to meet 
up with other people in the group and 
camp the night before. You must bring 
your own water as none is available at 
the campground. There are bush toilets 
provided. Don’t forget your mosquito 
repellent. Fees are payable to Department 
of Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions.

Expect to see a variety of bushbirds, 
shorebirds and raptors. Splendid Fairy-
wren, inland Thornbill, Rufous Whistler, 
Little Pied and Little Black Cormorants, 
White-faced Heron, Black Swan, Little 
and Great Egrets, Pied Stilt, Red-capped 
Plover, Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Common 
Sandpiper, Grey Plover, Whimbrel, Grey-
tailed Tattler and Eastern Curlew have all 
been seen. Hobbies and kites, Osprey and 
White-bellied Sea-Eagles are often seen. 
A Eurasian Curlew has been seen recently.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Keith Wilcox

Close up of photo of mud wasps taken by Georgina Steytler and which won an Award 
from the Museum of Natural History London (see report, p12).

Coming events, ctd
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Thursday 21 March: Eric Singleton 
Bird Reserve, Bayswater 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park on 
Bellevue Street. Travelling away from 
the city on Guildford Road, turn right at 
Garratt Road and then left at Williamson 
Street and right at Leake Street. Follow 
Leake Street until it terminates at the car 
park. We will walk around the main lake 
in the bird sanctuary and should see a 
variety of waterbirds.

For members and the general public.
Leader: Peter White

Friday 22 to Monday 25 March: 
Campout at Northcliffe

Believe it or not this will be our first ever 
campout in Northcliffe and we will be 
based at Sid’s Campground, 4 km from 
the township. The campground is set 
amongst peppermints and surrounded 
by Marri/Jarrah/Karri forest and has a 
number of walk trails. it will be a very 
relaxed weekend with no rushing about 
or travelling long distances in convoys. 
The campout will commence at 5 pm on 
Friday 22 March and finish at lunchtime 
on Monday 25 March.

Amenities include hot showers, toilets and 
camp kitchen. Campfire restrictions apply. 
There are four powered caravan sites plus 
free range sites available. The cost per 
night is $5 per adult.

ALL campground bookings will be on a 
‘first in’ policy (for powered sites and free 
range sites) to be made with Christine 
Wilder – cwilderone@yahoo.com.au (not 
through the campground). Sites will not 
be specifically allocated as choice will 
depend on what sites are available when 
you arrive.

Numbers will be limited to 30, so those 
wishing to attend please call the BirdLife 
WA office on 08 9383 7749 to put 

your name, email/mobile, number 
of participants and whether caravan, 
camper trailer or tent, on the list as 
usual.
Further information will be emailed closer 
to the time.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Christine Wilder

Sunday 24 March: Bibra Lake, 
Cockburn 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in the first car park at 
the southern end of the lake off Progress 
Drive. This car park is between Hope 
Road and Gwilliam Drive. Bibra Lake is a 
part of the Beeliar Wetlands chain and a 
large number of bushbirds and waterbirds 
can be seen here. Over 130 bird species 
have been recorded in this reserve. Bring 
water, hats, suitable footwear, etc.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Alan Watson

Monday 25 March: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Dr Saul Cowen from DBCA will be the 
guest speaker.

Saturday 30 March: Herdsman Lake, 
Stirling 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 7:30 am in the Maurice Hamer 
car park. Turn off Pearson Street into 
Falcon Avenue, then right into Lakeside 
Road. The car park is on the left, opposite 
Heron Place. This is one of the waterbird 
refuges which never dries up and 140 
species have been recorded here. Bring 
your telescope if you have one.

For members and guests.

Leader: Claire Gerrish

Monday 1 to Thursday 4 April: Credo 
Station campout, Great Western 
Woodlands survey

See notice, p40, for details.

Friday 19 April to Monday 22 April 
2019: Easter campout at Jaurdi 
Station, Shire of Coolgardie

Jaurdi Station, a former pastoral lease, 
was purchased by DBCA in 1989 for 
conservation and research. it is a good 
birding area due to excellent diversity 
of landforms and vegetation. Ninety-
six species have been recorded, mostly 
during BWA visits. Some specialties 
include Gilberts Whistler, Purple-crowned 
Lorikeet, Redthroat, Peregrine Falcon, 
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo, Ground 
Cuckoo-shrike and Southern Scrub-robin.

Jaurdi Station is approximately 500 km 
from Perth and 48 km north of Boorabbin 
off Great Eastern Highway. Travel 
directions will be emailed to participants a 
week before the campout.

There are three shearers’ rooms each with 
two camp beds and a large machinery 
shed/shearing shed which can be used 
for camping. The rooms can be booked at 
the BirdLife WA office. There is abundant 
space for tents, camper trailers and 
caravans. There is a very basic camp 
kitchen, and two ‘long drop’ toilets. The 
water supply is unreliable so bring all the 
water you need. There is no power.

Numbers will be limited to 30 members so 
please book at the BirdLife WA office on 
9383 7749.

Members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Advertising rates in 
Western Australian Bird Notes
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Sat 1 Dec: Herdsman Lake, Stirling, Half-day excursion

Fri 6 Dec: Peel-Mandurah Group Sundowner

Sat 8 Dec: Walyunga National Park, Swan, Half-day 
excursion

Sun 9 Dec: End of Year BBQ / Picnic Lunch, Variety 
Pavilion, Saw Avenue, Kings Park

Sun 9 Dec: Woodman Point, Photogroup half-day excursion

Tue 11 Dec: Albany Group excursion

Sun 16 Dec: Lake Claremont, Swanbourne, Two-hour 
excursion

Tue 18 Dec: Clarkson Reserve, Maylands, Half-day 
excursion

Sun 30 Dec: Lake McLarty, Murray, Full day excursion

Wed 2 Jan 2019: Waterford Foreshore, Salter Point, Half-
day excursion

Sun 6 Jan: Waterford Foreshore, Salter Point, Half-day 
excursion

Sat 12 Jan: Big Carine Lake, Carine, Half-day excursion

Thu 17 Jan: Baigup Wetlands, Bayswater, Half-day 
excursion

Thu 17 Jan: Bibra Lake, Cockburn, Photogroup half-day 
excursion

Sat 19 Jan: Lake Richmond, Rockingham, Half-day 
excursion

Mon 21 Jan: Bold Park Eco Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Tue 22 Jan: Albany Group excursion

Sat 26 Jan to Mon 28 Jan: Australia Day campout at 
Mount Barker

Sun 27 Jan: Canning River Regional Park, Wilson, Half-day 
excursion

Sun 3 Feb: Nambeelup Settling Ponds, Nambeelup, Half-
day excursion

Mon 4 Feb: Blackwall Reach, Bicton, Half-day excursion

Sat 9 and Sun 10 Feb: Hooded Plover survey

Sun 10 Feb: Peel inlet, Mandurah, Full-day excursion

Sun 10 Feb: Lake McLarty, Murray, Photogroup afternoon 
excursion

Tue 12 Feb: Albany Group excursion

Sat 16 Feb: Kogolup Lake, Cockburn, Half-day excursion

Sat 23 Feb: Woodman Point, Cockburn, Half-day excursion

Mon 25 Feb: Bold Park Eco Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm, AGM

Sun 3 Mar: Lake Gwelup, Stirling, Half-day excursion

Sat 9 Mar: Wellard Wetlands, Baldivis, Half-day excursion

Tue 12 Mar: Albany Group excursion

Sun 17 Mar: Garvey Park, Ascot, Half-day excursion

Sun 17 Mar: Photogroup activity, Leschenault Estuary, 
Bunbury, Full-day excursion

Thu 21 Mar: Eric Singleton Bird Reserve, Bayswater, Half-
day excursion

Fri 22 to Mon 25 Mar: Campout at Northcliffe

Sun 24 Mar: Bibra Lake, Cockburn, Half-day excursion

Mon 25 Mar: Bold Park Eco Centre, 165 Perry Lakes Drive, 
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Sat 30 Mar: Herdsman Lake, Stirling, Half-day excursion
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(above) Female Red-winged Fairy-wren and (left) male Red-winged 
Fairy-wren, Margaret River. Photos by Alfred Lau (see Myalup report, 
p48)

Members in the field

Myalup team dinner. Photo by Alfred Lau (see report, p48)
Freckled Duck, Herdsman Lake. Photo by Andrew Burbidge

Participants in the Queens Park excursion. Photo by Sian 
Mawson (see report, p50) Surveying the eastern edge of Preston River with our 2nd sign 

that asks people to be mindful of our visiting migrators. Photo 
by Sue Kalab (see Bunbury’s report, p46)
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Brown-headed Honeyeater, Wambyn Nature Reserve. Photo by 
John Baas (see report, p50)

White-necked Heron, Forrestdale. Photo by Caroline Mynott 
(see report, p52)

Rufous Treecreeper, Credo Station. Photo by Steve 
Edwards (see report p16)

Great Egret, South Perth foreshore. Photo by Graham Little


